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1. Introduction	  
 

Our planet with its life friendly environment is the foundation of our lives. With-

out it we and all living things wouldn’t exist, so one could say it is the most im-

portant basis for our existence, and thus should be one of the most relevant 

subjects in our society. But if you face reality Mother Nature is exploited and 

destroyed by men and corporations for resources, money and profits, as could 

be seen in contemporary events, like the oil spill of the Deepwater Horizon in 

the Gulf of Mexico, or the nuclear disaster at the atomic plant in Fukushima. 

These events showed us, very obviously, how easy corporations could harm the 

vulnerable eco-system in a sustainable way. Moreover they pollute the envi-

ronment with all their activities not only with serious accidents or scandals that 

are reported by the media, and thereby are in the awareness of a huge variety 

of people. Almost everything corporations do, more or less, will have an impact 

on our ecological system, as our own behavior will influence it as well. 

In the last centuries though, more and more people began to question those 

reckless methods that violate our nature. They start to wonder how such an atti-

tude would influence our future. Could it lead to an unlivable planet, so that fol-

lowing generations will not be able to live anymore? In deed this question tar-

gets a very pessimistic scenario, but is illustrating importance, as well as ne-

cessity of ecological health for humankind and all living creatures on planet 

earth. It is resulting in further questions, like which impact does our present be-

havior have on our environment, and how will it develop in the following years. 

Or in which way do we have to change our manner to ensure a healthy and liv-

able environment in future. Additionally there are the so called “what if scenari-

os”, which ask for instance, what environmental pollution would be if all devel-

oping countries behaved the way we do. As one can see, there are plenty of 

problems our society has to think about. Some of the biggest issues scientists 

have recognized are the greenhouse effect associated with the global warming 

problem, the limited amount of non-renewable resources like carbon, oil or gas, 
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the urbanization of our planet and the shrinking biosphere for other creatures.1 

These issues show the need keeping track of our influence on Mother Nature 

and the urgency reducing it to a non-critical amount. Therefore the Environmen-

tal Protection Agency (EPA) has identified a huge potential for the economic 

sector reducing greenhouse gas emissions2. 

But what could motivate enterprises spending time, effort and money for envi-

ronmental concerns? As it is a public good it is implying that the government 

should be responsible for that. Because of this statement it seems to be very 

obvious that businesses are not voluntarily interested in investing into public 

goods, which won’t generate direct profits.3 Nevertheless, more and more cor-

porations consider a way improving their environmental impact and indeed eve-

ry fifth manager sees the environment as a very important subject4.  

To explain such a divergence one can look at stakeholder theory. It assumes 

that not only shareholders will have an interest in a company, but also other 

groups like government or society. Their interests differ from the classical max-

imization of profits. As a consequence the environment might be of interest for 

stakeholders and therefore to organizations too, which will result in new objec-

tives for corporations. In the end compromises of different interests must be 

made, revealing that more aspects than profit should matter.5  

This explanation by stakeholder-theory has an implicit assumption, namely that 

improving environmental impact will cost money. Further it will come with a de-

crease of profits and will result in a conflict of interests. However several au-

thors6 argue that this must not be the case. But you could also improve your 

profits by becoming “greener”, which would even encourage shareholders to 

become more ecofriendly. In short this concept is known under the term eco-

efficiency. It means that one is trying to become more efficient by using fewer 

resources for the same outcome or in short “do more with less” and thus im-

                                            
1 Cf. Kottmann, H., et al. (1999), p.21., Olson, E.G. (2009), p.8., Braun, B. (2002), p.1. and 
Hilgenkamp, K. (2006), p.12ff. 
2 Cf. Olson, E.G. (2009), p.9. 
3 Cf. Lesourd, J.B., Schilizzi, S.G.M. (2001), p.16. 
4 Cf. Buß, E. (2007), p.213. 
5 Cf. Lesourd, J.B., Schilizzi, S.G.M. (2001), p.5f. 
6 Cf. Braun, B. (2002), p.3. or DeSimone, L. D., et al. (1997), p.2. 
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proving environmental performance, as well as increasing profits. Therefore 

environmental protection might become a so called “win-win situation” or a stra-

tegic option that exposes to be an opportunity for enterprises to be better as 

their competitors and establish a good reputation by communicating their effort 

in reducing impact on Mother Nature. 

Because of this awareness some companies claim that they actually care about 

the environment and advertise their eco-friendly products, processes or behav-

ior, but cannot really prove their assertions. Parisi and Maraghini, for instance, 

detected that 90 percent of the biggest US-companies make promises about 

sustainability improvements and thereby also to the environment, but only 35 

percent can actually prove that they observe their promises by measuring pro-

gress.7 This might be one of the causes for the term “Greenwashing” that has 

come up in recent years. It is an expression for a marketing strategy, where 

“businesses try to make their practices look greener than they actually are”8. 

Such corporations, who takes environmental concerns, as well as corporate 

responsibility seriously, but not just wanting to improve their reputation in short-

term, without really caring about the environment, must be able to prove their 

effort without having a “Greenwashing” marketing strategy. 

These mentioned examples show that there are “multiple forces pushing enter-

prises to become better environmental stewards.”9 Olson tried to identify and 

structure those multiple forces by categorizing them into three tiers.10 He started 

with foundational drivers, which are in fact the reason why ecological concerns 

emerge and thus are the big environmental problems that have to be solved. In 

this category he identified two significant problems: the global warming problem, 

related with climate and weather changes and the increasing demand of hu-

manity that is caused by population growth and industrialization. These are the 

major causes for him, which “the world must learn to manage, to avoid adverse 

impacts on the environment and Earth’s natural resources”11. These founda-

                                            
7 Cf. Parisi, C., Maraghini, M.P. (2010), p.131. 
8 Conner, N. (2009), p.286. 
9 Olson, E.G. (2009), p.7. 
10 Cf. ebenda (2009), p.7. 
11 Olson, E.G. (2009), p.8. 
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tional drivers cause further impacts, inducing several risks again. As impacts of 

these foundational drivers he has identified “public pressure for environmental 

stewardship”, “natural resources & raw material scarcity”, “water stress” and 

“national security & safety concerns”. Risks that are evolving from these im-

pacts are “economic risks”, “market risks”, “regulatory risks”, “reputational risks” 

and “operational & supply chain risks”. So in fact all these mentioned impacts 

and risks are extrinsic motivations for corporations to become more eco-

sensible. Of course the listed forces are not an entire enumeration of all con-

ceivable forces and the earlier mentioned intrinsic motivation, named eco-

efficiency has not been considered either, but it is still a first attempt to explain 

different motives and inducements for companies investing effort in improving 

environmental performance. 

All preceding assertions exhibit that there are many extrinsic, as well as intrinsic 

motivations for the reasons why corporations should decrease their environ-

mental impact. But how can corporations operationalize this objective and veri-

fiably improve their environmental performance? 

The phrase “if you measure it, you can manage it”12 is giving one hint to that 

question. This is one opportunity where IT could support corporations. It ena-

bles an effective and efficient implementation of a measurement system, which 

can gather environmentally relevant information in an automatic or semi-

automatic manner, calculate and aggregate them to indicators and visualize the 

results adjusted to relevant authorities. Based on these indicators, executives 

can make profound decisions, direct and optimize their company in a way that is 

environmental friendly, and in the end can ensure competitiveness, as well as 

long-term survival for their organization. They are further enabled to communi-

cate and prove their environmental performance based on quantitative numbers 

and establish a good reputation in long-term, without using short-term “Green-

washing” marketing strategies.  

After showing some examples for motivations, and relevance of IT-based envi-

ronmental performance measurement to corporations, it comes to the purpose 

                                            
12 Zee, H. (2002), p.5. 
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of this work, which is to identify and visualize Key Ecological Indicators. First 

some preparatory work is necessary to get all the theoretical information need-

ed. To achieve this goal it is further required identifying KEIs, establishing a 

measurement system to monitor environmental impact of a corporation, persist-

ing the measured data and processing it to calculate the identified KEIs. The 

next step is developing a management dashboard to visualize selected KEIs in 

an appropriate way. The theoretical part of this work is actually considering en-

vironmental impact and KEIs from an overall corporation perspective, as it is 

needed to understand the context the practical work (Building a KEI framework 

for business-processes). So chapter 4 is limited to the business-process per-

spective being a subarea of the overall corporation perspective. Therefore the 

abovementioned steps will be executed for identifying and visualizing KEIs, 

highlighted green in Figure 1. Steps four “optimize processes” and five “control 

performance” are actually not part of this work, but are the logical consequenc-

es taking place next. Additionally there is an iterative component in this figure. A 

continuous improvement process should always be considered to become bet-

ter and keep the system to the state of the art.  

Thus the contributions of this work are developing theoretical foundations of 

KEIs and the implementation of a KEI framework for business-processes, ex-

emplarily be done for a case study. By this case study, possibilities to calculate 

and visualize KEIs will be discussed. 

 
Figure	  1	  -‐	  Aims	  of	  this	  work13 

                                            
13 Refers to: Olson, E.G. (2009), p.89. 
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2. Ecology	  and	  Sustainability	  –	  How	  does	  this	  relate?	  
 

Starting with the basis for understanding environmental concerns by showing 

the relation of ecology to sustainability and vice versa, as it is indispensable for 

KEIs to be discussed. A general understanding of the term “sustainability” is 

needed, as well as an understanding of the perspective upon and the place-

ment of ecology to determine priority of ecological aspects. Afterwards the fun-

damental functions and goods provided by nature will be discussed. It illustrates 

interfaces between economy and ecology, indicating where corporations and 

their business-processes affect nature. Finally conditions of environmental 

health will be discussed. It will show the relationship between ecology and sus-

tainability, and will point out opportunities for corporations to contribute solving 

environmental problems. 

2.1 What	  is	  sustainability?	  

Before the main chapter about Key Ecological Indicators commences it is 

necessary to talk about a very popular concept named sustainability, men-

tioned incidentally in the introduction of this work, and being absolutely fun-

damental for understanding ecological concerns and objectives. So the first 

preparatory work is answering the question: what does sustainability mean 

and really stand for? 

Historically it possibly started in the 18th century where one of the main re-

sources was wood. As the need for wood had increased people began to cut 

more wood. Soon they reached a state, as trees couldn’t grow as fast as 

they were cut. It was probably the reason for the emergence of the first 

known sustainability thoughts. People recognized that it would be more ef-

fective cutting only such an amount of trees that can grow back in the same 
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period of time, implying not to live on the substances itself, but on the reve-

nues generated by it.14  

This was a fundamental recognition that was very important for the future 

development of our ecological system, and shaped our understanding of the 

term sustainability. It implies a restriction for the use of the natural resource 

wood and thereby also restricts the economic activity for humankind that re-

lies on this resource in short-term, but in long-term it guarantees relative 

constant revenues for all future generations. So one could say it is enabling 

all generations to cut the nearly same amount of wood. 

After this historical excursion the next step to mention playing a major part in 

our understanding of sustainability was the famous Brundtland Report with 

its definition of sustainable development: 

“Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the pre-

sent without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 

needs.”15 

In principal it abstracted the sustainable wood cutting notion into a more uni-

versal statement usable in almost every topic. Based on this understanding 

the previous constraint for woodcutting ensured that all generations will be 

able to satisfy their need for wood, as well as current generations not run-

ning out of it. The ability to use the term “sustainable development” very 

generally is caused by diplomatic language, and is the reason why this con-

cept is criticized as to be too unspecific.16 Thus the real question that this 

definition evolves is what “needs” do present and future generations have to 

specify what has to be done to ensure sustainable development. This philo-

sophic question is indeed not easy to answer, and this work does not claim 

answering it, but some of the needs concerning nature will become clearer 

in section 2.3. Thereby the mentioned statements illustrate importance to 

concretize the definition of sustainability for different domains, because they 

will have a varying influence on the ability of current and future generations 

                                            
14 Cf. Grunwald, A., Kopfmüller, J. (2006), p.14. 
15 Young, T., Burton, M.P. (1992), p.2. 
16 Cf. Sheldon, C., Yoxon, M. (2002), p.7. 
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satisfying their needs. Additionally this specification will be needed to set re-

alistic and practical objectives for corporations wanting to contribute to sus-

tainable development. As this work is mostly concentrating on a business-

specific view it is requisite considering what sustainability means in this con-

text, which topics it includes, and how it can be operationalized. A very 

popular concept to differentiate various subjects of corporate sustainability is 

called the sustainability triangle. It contains three different dimensions 

named economy, ecology and society. These three points are the main are-

as and together build the business understanding of sustainability. It follows 

a short explanation for what those keywords stand for giving a better imagi-

nation what they mean. 

The economic dimension ensures long-term survival, as well as competi-

tiveness of a corporation. Thereby it considers the ecological and social di-

mension.17  

The ecological dimension is about reducing environmental impact, which is 

induced by economic activities of corporations.18  

Finally the social dimension considers impacts of economical acting to total 

society and especially includes a respectful handling of employees, good re-

lationship to stakeholders, and responsibility towards society.19  

So in fact corporations have to consider three different dimensions of needs 

that together will ensure sustainable existence of their organization, as well 

as supporting sustainable development for society. Corporations will need 

the social dimension, for example, for getting employees, customers, or so-

cial legitimacy for their economic activities. The ecological dimension will be 

needed to get resources and other services provided by nature, being dis-

cussed in section 2.3. Finally business will be there to make and earn mon-

ey for an (ideally) infinite period of time, which are needs of the economic 

dimension. If one were missing the corporation would probably not exist and 

thus not be sustainable. 

                                            
17 Cf. Hüttner (2001), p.47. and Küker (2003), p.31. 
18 Cf. Schaltegger, S., Dylilick, T. (2002), p.33. 
19 Cf. Wilkens, S. (2007), p.12ff. 
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These different dimensions of course don’t complement each other in each 

case. If, for instance, the ecological dimension was to be improved it could 

possibly come along with a decrease of the economic dimension by a more 

expensive, but environmental friendlier business-process. This example il-

lustrates the big challenge that corporations are confronted with by sustain-

ability. They have to integrate20 these different dimensions with their different 

objectives to a coherent concept so that all interests of their stakeholders 

and shareholders are considered and the final result of all dimensions will be 

maximized. The problem with this maximization is that especially progress to 

the social and ecological dimension are hardly appraisable with monetary 

numbers, so evaluating how much effort should actually be performed to 

those areas is hard. Besides the mentioned forces and motivations in the in-

troduction there is another relevant subject named corporate responsibility 

that could give a hint determining the scope of effort. Corporations posses 

an important role in our society and influence our lives in many ways signifi-

cantly. For example the prosperity of our society depends on the economy, 

as it creates jobs and income for their employees, or by paying taxes corpo-

rations can also support the whole society. But they have negative effects 

too by causing pollution, noise, or material scarcity. Because of these di-

verse effects they should consider expectations and values of society, as 

they need the social legitimacy for their existence.21 Corporations that real-

ized this mutual dependency feel responsible for their negative effects on 

society and ecology and therefore try keeping them as low as possible. This 

on the other hand could lead to an improved reputation, which today pro-

gressively determines the value of an enterprise.22  

Integrating these three needs is a challenge that is tried to solve in corpora-

tions by sustainability management, and standards like ISO 2600023 have 

evolved to support corporations with that challenge. In this work there will be 

                                            
20 Cf. Schaltegger, S., et al. (2007), p.14ff. 
21 Cf. Gruber, K.A. (2009), p.71f. 
22 Cf. Buß, E. (2009), p.218. 
23 ISO 26000 (2011), URL see references 
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a strong focus on the ecological dimension and its relation with the other 

systems and not on the integration and maximization of all three dimensions. 

Moreover it raises a certain question: how could priority of the ecological di-

mension within corporations be derived? It is particular interesting for show-

ing relevance of reducing environmental impact. The effort that is going to 

be performed to ecology might depend on the perspective upon and the pri-

ority of ecology that stakeholders, shareholders, management, and society 

possess, which will be considered in the following section. 

2.2 Placement	  of	  ecology	  

It became clear that ecology does definitely relate to sustainability in some 

way, because it will be essential for life and will be one primary need of pre-

sent and future generations. The introduced sustainability triangle assumes 

that all three dimensions should be, in some degree, equally important for 

corporations and have the same priority. But if reflecting about the common 

practices this will probably be not really the case.  

To demonstrate how importance of each dimension could be derived and 

how ecology could be placed a model of Senge will be presented. He has 

tried to show two perspectives from which businesses or humanity could see 

the correlation of the three dimensions.  

The left part of Figure 2 demonstrates the classical notion of how business-

es see, and understand the hierarchy of these systems. It assumes that 

within economy, or also as a special case within one enterprise there are 

two smaller systems called ecology and society. In this way it implicitly has 

the assumption that profits are the most relevant aspect for economy re-

spectively corporations and the remaining two systems are merely from sec-

ondary relevance. Thus they have not an equal importance as economic as-

pects when objectives for enterprises will be set. This perspective is stated 

as the exclusive eco-efficiency thought where these mentioned “secondary” 

systems are only considered, if not negatively affecting or even increasing 
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the main goal realizing as much profits as possible. Such companies see the 

environment strictly as a public good that is entirely the responsibility of the 

government and not of themselves. Therefore they only observe regulations 

that law does make to environmental protection. But if this perspective 

should illustrate reality with the logical correlation of these systems and not 

from a very business-centric kind of view it would rather look like the right 

part of Figure 2 where ecology is the foundation of the other systems.  

 
Figure	  2	  -‐	  Perspective	  on	  the	  systems24	  

 

It is a complete different perspective implying that in particular environmental 

objectives should have the highest priority to humanity and corporations. Of 

course this assumption conflicts with the purpose of economy to make mon-

ey and profits. It is a very idealistic respectively theoretical point of view for 

the economic-sector, but it demonstrates that as the sustainability triangle 

assumes social and ecological objectives should have at least the same, or 

an approximately equal priority as economical ones. Corporations pos-

sessing this perspective realized and are aware of the responsibility they 

bear for ecology and society, thereby following the concept of corporate re-

sponsibility.  

                                            
24 Senge, P., et al. (2008), p.102. 
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At last there is a certain aspect unmentioned illustrated in Figure 2. As has 

been shown in the introduction and section 2.1 there are multiple motiva-

tions inducing corporations to think about their environmental impact, which 

is represented as the arrow from the left to the right perspective, and clari-

fies the slowly changing perspective caused by these mentioned forces that 

corporations as well as humanity do have regarding environmental con-

cerns, and yet provides another motivation for corporations reducing their 

environmental impact. 

2.3 Functions	  of	  nature	  

After showing priority of ecology it is necessary to take a closer look on na-

ture itself. Especially before one can measure environmental impact of cor-

porations to identify and calculate Key Ecological Indicators it is essential to 

recognize interfaces from environment to economy and vice versa. Which 

functions does Mother Nature provide for us in general and classify being 

observed to reduce impact of our economical acting and ensure environ-

mental health.  

In the preceding section Figure 2 illustrated the environment being the basis 

for all following systems and thus is the “initial source of all human endeav-

or”25. Wackernagel and Rees even intensify this statement by saying:  

“We are not just connected to nature – we are nature. As we eat, drink and 

breathe, we constantly exchange energy and matter with our environment.”26  

These two sentences additionally show why nature is absolutely worth being 

protected, and really has to be preserved for future generations. In this 

statement there is also a note to a very general, but fundamental function 

that Mother Nature provides for us namely the exchange of energy and mat-

ter. We use and consume resources provided by our ecological system and 

cause emissions and wastes, which have to be absorbed by the eco-

                                            
25 Lawn, P. (2006), p.17. 
26 Wackernagel, M., Rees, W. (1996), p.7. 
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sphere.27 These goods and services that earths’ ecological system performs 

to society are categorized into the areas “provisioning”, “regulating”, “sup-

porting services” and “cultural & amenity”28. They will be concretized and il-

lustrated by some examples giving a little perception for what those short 

keywords stand for.  

With “provisioning” things like water & food, raw materials, fuel & energy, 

genetic resources, medical resources, and ornamental resources are 

meant.29 It consequently contains all types of resources, renewable as well 

as non-renewable ones provided by nature, which are consumed by living 

creatures, plants and organizations. The category “regulating” means ser-

vices like climate regulation, disturbance prevention, water regulation, soil 

retention, waste treatment and biological control30, thus it has something to 

do with our ecological system absorbing wastes, emissions, and recycling 

these into new usable resources. “Supporting services” are for example hab-

itat & refugium, biogeochemical cycles, soil formation, and nutrient regula-

tion.31 These services could be stated as location and soil services, which 

are not ultimately consumed, but used by humanity, living creatures, and 

plants. Moreover nature provides functions, summarized under the category 

“cultural & amenity”, including aesthetic information, recreation and tourism, 

inspiration for art, folklore, spiritual information, historic information, science 

and education.32 These are additional benefits that nature supplies for hu-

manity. 

Those examples illustrate how diverse and important the functions are that 

our ecological system does provide for us containing needs that humanity 

does and will have concerning nature, so that the question “what needs do 

current and future generations have?” raised by the definition of sustainable 

development is partially answered concerning needs to nature. 

                                            
27 Cf. Wackernagel, M., Rees, W. (1996), p.8. 
28 Cf. Groot, R., et al. (2006), p.227. 
29 Cf. ebenda, p.227. 
30 Cf. ebenda, p.227. 
31 Cf. ebenda, p.227. 
32 Cf. ebenda, p.227. 
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Following this, the identified goods and services will be refined for a more 

business-specific kind of view, and its relation to the other systems illustrat-

ed in Figure 3.  

 
Figure	  3	  -‐	  Linear	  throughput	  depiction	  of	  the	  socio-‐economic	  process33	  

 

In this figure one can see the three foundational systems economy (orange), 

sociosphere (blue) and ecosphere (grey), which already came up in the pre-

ceding chapters and its detailed correlation with each other. Figure 3 con-

tains the realistic hierarchy of systems introduced on the right part of Figure 

2. Additionally it adds another relevant part being absolutely essential for the 

evolution of our earth, the sun. It provides solar energy for renewable re-

sources like plants, for instance, which transfer carbon dioxide to oxygen by 

photosynthesis. The opposite of renewable resources are non-renewable 

resources. They are not naturally rebuilt and exist in a constraint amount im-

                                            
33 Lawn, P. (2006), p.17. 
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plying they are not sustainable. These two kinds of resources together are 

provided by the provisioning function of ecosphere and used by society, as 

well as economy. Within our economical system corporations consume the-

se provided natural resources for producing goods or other services to cre-

ate value for itself and society. As a consequence a throughput of resources 

through the company and its business-processes originates. By this pro-

cess, and the consumption of goods and services natural resources are dec-

imated and emissions, as well as wastes, are caused, ultimately absorbed 

by nature with its function as a sink. This absorption occurs by regulating 

functions provided by our ecological system, illustrated by the arrow from the 

“sink” to the “renewable source”. The previously mentioned photosynthesis 

example is one instance of a regulating function absorbing emissions and 

produces new useful renewable resources out of it. In this concrete case it 

transfers carbon dioxide to oxygen. Further the figure contains a possible 

method used by economy to reduce environmental impact known as recy-

cling. Finally corporations enable net psychic income being “something apart 

from money that you get from your job, and which gives you emotional satis-

faction such as a feeling of being powerful or important.”34  

Figure 3 is pointing out that the business-view is especially interacting with 

nature by using its “provisioning” and “regulating” functions and in some way 

to the “supporting services” for getting site for their buildings or arable land 

for agrarian economy, which is not illustrated directly. But the “cultural and 

amenity” category is not compulsory connected to corporations in a direct 

way. 

It follows that especially enterprises have, beside the usage of land, two no-

ticeable interfaces to the ecosphere35: 
 

• Input of resources and energy (using provisioning functions) 

• Output of emissions, waste and products (using regulation functions) 

                                            
34 Financial Times Lexicon (2011), URL see references 
35 Cf. Seurig, S.A., Pick, E. (2001), p.157. 
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Figure	  4	  -‐	  Process	  Interfaces36	  

 

In Figure 4 input and output interfaces of corporations are separated into two 

different kinds of flows through the business-process of a corporation, as 

business-processes will be the focus for implementing a KEI framework. The 

first one is the primary material flow with its input of resources and output of 

products illustrated by the green arrows. The second one is the supporting 

flow with its input of energy and output of wastes and emissions illustrated 

by the red arrows. This separation into two different flows is necessary to di-

vide the productive flow from the supporting flow and illustrates different 

kinds of interfaces from economy to nature. 

2.4 Health	  of	  nature	  

Based on these interfaces between economy and ecosphere it is possible to 

discuss the conditions of ecological health being necessary to set objectives 

for environmental protection. 

                                            
36 Seurig, S.A., Pick, E. (2001), p.157. 
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Mentioning in advance that knowledge about ecosystem health and a gen-

eral procedure of assessing diagnoses about it is still at the beginning and 

not as much developed as our knowledge about human health, for in-

stance.37 But as assessing ecological health is not primary to the practical 

part of this work it will be considered in a very superficial way. Nevertheless 

this information is helpful for corporations wanting to gather data about envi-

ronmental health getting feedback about the effectiveness of their actions 

executed to reduce environmental impact, like optimizing a business-

process based on its environmental impact. So when an ecological system 

is called and stated as healthy?  

One assertion calls an ecological system healthy if it provides its inputs and 

functional services over indefinite time periods. This will only be the case if 

we are able to maintain it appropriately.38 Another one states it as healthy 

whether it is able to provision goods and services to our society in a stable 

and sustainable way. Therefore it must have the ability to maintain its struc-

ture, as well as function, under external stress over time.39 At last one is go-

ing to be introduced trying to explain environmental health from a sustaina-

bility point of view. If we want our world to be sustainable, it will be neces-

sary to ensure that essential products and processes provided by our eco-

logical system will be not used more quickly than they can be regenerated. 

Additionally only such an amount of waste should be discharged, that can be 

absorbed by nature.40 

Hereby a certain similarity to the sustainable wood cutting notion is recog-

nizable, as nature’s products and processes should not be used more quick-

ly than they can be regenerated. So in fact it is also saying not to live on the 

substances of nature, but on the revenues generated from it. It further en-

hances this statement by limited absorption processes that should not be 

exceeded. 

                                            
37 Cf. Jorgensen, S.E. (2010), p.5. 
38 Cf. Milon, J.W., Shogren, J.F. (1995), p.28. 
39 Cf. Niccolucci, V., et al. (2010), p.425f. 
40 Cf. Wackernagel, M., Rees, W. (1996), p.7. 
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These assertions have in common that goods and services provided by na-

ture must be preserved for future generations, as they are basic needs of 

people, actually being the sustainable development thought of chapter 2.1. 

Thus health of environment is given if sustainable development is ensured. 

As a result health of environment is expressed by the ability of our ecological 

system to undo usage of its resources and impacts of its pollution caused by 

humanity. The relationship between ecology and sustainability could be 

identified as the sustainable availability of natures’ provisioning and regulat-

ing functions. Strictly speaking, this understanding of natures’ health is re-

stricted. But there are other additional conditions necessary for assessing 

health of environment, like vital environment. Ecological health includes the 

availability of natures’ supporting services, for instance, as a healthy envi-

ronment needs space for development, so that a high diversity of animals 

and plants could exist.41  

A further research specified health of our ecosystem in a more detailed way 

and identified the following aspects that are an expression of ecological 

health42: 
 

• Homeostasis 

• Absence of disease 

• Diversity or complexity 

• Stability or resilience 

• Vigor or scope for growth 

• Balance between system components  
 

It contains the provisioning and regulating function within the aspects “ho-

meostasis” or “stability or resilience” and expands the previously mentioned 

condition of ecological health. 

As a matter of fact, it is neither exactly known when limitations of ecological 

functions are reached or even exceeded, nor the exact coherence of human- 

                                            
41 Cf. Schaltegger, S., Sturm, A. (1995), p.115f. 
42 Jorgensen, S.E., et al. (2010), p.11. 
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and economic activity to environmental damages making it really hard to set 

realistic and helpful usage and emission constraints, as well as objectives, 

for reducing environmental impact to corporations. Additionally, as men-

tioned in the introduction, developing countries also want economic prosperi-

ty, and cause more and more emissions and environmental damages. It fol-

lows that humanity must try to reduce their affects to our ecological system 

wherever possible and see the nature as an asset43, or a capital44 that is go-

ing to be invested in. However, there are some approaches to determine lim-

itations to natures’ functions by retaining the current amount of emissions 

and wastes connected with economic growth, which would imply to know the 

current impact to nature and increase eco-efficiency, so that more products 

or services can be produced with constant environmental impact.45 

But how could corporations strategically reduce their environmental impact 

to contribute ensuring environmental health? To do so a method is needed 

to gather data about the actual impact of a single corporation on nature, as 

well as an approach to manage and direct it in a manner that is environmen-

tally friendly and oriented to business strategy. Finally, it should provide in-

formation how to optimize or improve operational and organizational struc-

ture of businesses by ecological aspects. For that purpose the concept of 

Key Ecological Indicators will be introduced in the following chapter. 

                                            
43 Milon, J.W., Shogren, J.F. (1995), p.28. and Wackernagel, M., et al. (2006), p.246. 
44 Lawn, P. (2006), p.17. 
45 Cf. Faßenbender-Wynands, E., Seuring, S.A. (2001), p.151. 
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3. Key	  Ecological	  Indicators	  
 

In this chapter the concept of Key Ecological Indicators will be introduced. A 

common understanding of the term “Key Ecological Indicator” is necessary. 

Next some basic requirements to KEIs will be defined, as well as a classification 

of different kinds of KEIs. Then KEIs are considered from a macro-perspective 

for a better overview, and afterwards positioned within the micro-view. Finally, 

procedures to determine KEIs will be introduced and some indicators that might 

be KEIs, caused by its definition, will be presented. 

3.1 What	  are	  KEIs?	  

To introduce the concept of KEIs a common understanding of the term Key 

Ecological Indicator is mandatory to avoid misunderstandings. 

In current literature there is no definition for the term “Key Ecological Indica-

tor”. Thus it is not a common used expression, but there is a huge variety of 

different terminology in the context of ecology, like ecological indicator, eco-

logical performance indicator, environmental accounting, environmental 

management system or eco-health assessment, which are partially syno-

nyms.  

First of all, one should ask what an indicator is in general. There is also a 

pretty obvious relation to Key Performance Indicators so it would be advisa-

ble to take a look at the definition of Key Performance Indicators as well. Fi-

nally, there are definitions for environmental indicators, which should also be 

considered. 

At first it is necessary to know what the word indicator means. In chemistry, 

for instance, it is a tool to get information about the presence or absence of 

another chemical species usually induced by color.46 In politics there are 

quantitative indicators, like gross domestic product to induce the economic 
                                            
46 Cf. Shakhaschiri, B.Z. (1989), p.39. 
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situation and by comparison to the last years it displays the economic 

growth of a country.47 

As a result of these two short examples it is a very universal term, and can 

be used for a very wide range of subjects. Moreover its purpose can be 

summarized as getting information about certain facts of interest.  

Considering the business-context, indicators are also called performance 

measures or performance indicators, as they want to know how well the cor-

poration performs. They are understood, similar to the politics example, as 

some kind of quantitative information about a company’s internal or external 

situation.48 These two terms evolve a certain issue concerning the distinction 

between indicators and measures. Frequently measures are stated as 

something that can be estimated directly, like water usage in liters for in-

stance and indicators are quantitative assessments of variables that are es-

timated in an indirect way, for example job satisfaction.49 Thus indicators can 

be built by one or several measures to reveal something that could not be 

measured directly. Therefore by speaking about indicators also measures 

could be meant. On the other hand, measures are a special subset of indica-

tors. This understanding is illustrated in Figure 5. 

Indicators should accomplish transparency by informing about operational 

facts in a very compact, relatively easy and concentrated manner.50 This 

specification is necessary because businesses have the ability to gather a 

lot of data. There is so much data available that one is constantly overload-

ed with data and indicators are a possible way to limit complexity, as well as 

amount of information, to relevant and essential aspects.51 This is usually 

done by aggregation and compression of much data into an indicator, but 

comes of course with loss of information and often leads to criticism about 

indicators in general.52 Nevertheless they are indispensable to summarize 

data and take founded decisions within corporations, but this criticism should 
                                            
47 Cf. Kesselmann, M., Krieger, J., (2009), p.13. 
48 Cf. Burkert, M. (2008), p.9. 
49 Cf. Bryman, A., Cramer, D. (2009), p.19. 
50 Cf. Hopfenbeck, et al. (1996), p.196. 
51 Cf. Gladen, W. (2008), p.11. 
52 Cf. Pape, J., et al. (2001), p.179. 
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illustrate importance to take serious cogitations if defining and implementing 

indicators, as they are only a reflection of reality and could lead to wrong de-

cisions if not appropriately defined and calculated. Moreover there are sev-

eral kinds of indicators available. First there are present and past oriented 

measures of current internal business situations. Second there are norma-

tive indicators to set targets by specifying a quantitative number that should 

be reached and would be future oriented. Orientation indicators are used for 

comparison with external business situations, for instance the industry aver-

age and are also present oriented, but could give hints for setting new target 

indicators.53  

From these shown understandings and kinds of indicators there could be de-

rived two essential functions, namely a representation function and a man-

agement function.54 Gladen mentioned another very relevant purpose of in-

dicators, as they also possess a certain communication function by easing 

the communication process in an organization in terms of reports or discus-

sions based on indicators.55 

Thus functions of indicators are very wide spread, but the following three 

fundamental functions of indicators are identified: 
 

• Representation function 

o Information function 

o Concentration function 

• Communication function 

• Management function 
 

As a result, indicators have the purpose to represent the internal or external 

situation of organizations by quantitative information, concentrated by com-

pression and ease the communication of its situation. If appropriately devel-

oped and calculated, they can help to take profound decisions and are a 

                                            
53 Cf. Eichhorn, P. (1976), p.159f. 
54 Cf. Seidel, E., et al. (1998), p.10. 
55 Cf. Gladen, W. (2008), p.15. 
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method to manage and lead organizations in a target-oriented manner by 

communicating target values in terms of indicators.  

 

After the term “indicator” is adequately specified and different purposes were 

shown it comes to the differentiation of indicators and Key Performance In-

dicators. It is necessary to define KEIs. The word “key” commences an indi-

cator that is very relevant and essential to the performance of an organiza-

tion. It is stated as a “measure ‘that matters’ and ideally can be acted on.”56 

The word “measure” should be renamed to the more general word “indica-

tor”, as KPIs could describe a relevant fact that couldn’t be measured direct-

ly and would not follow the previous definition of “measure”.  

Like indicators in general, Key Performance Indicators also have a represen-

tation, communication and management function. The determination if an 

indicator is actually a KPI that is contained in this definition are the two 

words “that matters”. To highlight and specify this aspect a definition from 

Parmenter will be introduced: 

“KPIs represent a set of measures focusing on those aspects of organiza-

tional performance that are the most critical for the current and future suc-

cess of an organization.“57  

In this definition the word “measure” is used instead of “indicator”, but it says 

“a set of measures”, which could actually measure something that couldn’t 

be measured directly, for example the KPI “customer satisfaction”. As it can’t 

be meted directly it usually contains a set of measures that together hopeful-

ly indicate this fact of interest. Nonetheless it should also say a “set of indi-

cators” instead of “measures” in terms of more flexibility, as KPIs could in-

clude several indirect facts of interest that are again induced by direct 

measures. 

It follows that KPIs are identified as a special subset of indicators being stra-

tegically important for a corporation’s performance and are current or future 

oriented, which implies that past measures cannot be and never were 

                                            
56 Rasmussen, et al. (2009), p.23. 
57 Parmenter, D. (2010), p.4. 
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KPIs.58 So their purpose is to “help an organization define and measure pro-

gress toward organizational goals.”59 

This temporal assumption causes another problem because the assertion 

that KPIs are current and future oriented is not specific enough. “Current ori-

ented” can be understood differently for each individual organization, for ex-

ample it could mean all information of one day, month, quarter, year, or even 

since the foundation of the organization. It includes measures from the past, 

which does not agree with the statement saying KPIs are not past 

measures. Therefore the word “current” will be specified in the following. 

“Current” actually stands for a certain period of time of the past defined indi-

vidually for each corporation depending on the understanding how the cur-

rent business situation is represented. A corporation, for instance, that 

changed their business-process last year could understand “current” as an 

aggregation of information by one year, as it represents the actual state of 

the current business-process version. This statement contains the assump-

tion that the word “current” means the time period since the last change of 

organizational or operational structure.  

In the end KPIs are tied to strategic targets and could indicate the difference 

from present situation to predefined target situation.60  

So they indicate a current situation in a particular manner and show how 

strong it differs from the targeted situation. To summarize the definition of 

KPIs, they 
 

• indicate the performance of a particular, actual business situation, 

• that is tied strategy 

• by setting concrete target values, indicating difference between the stra-

tegically desired and the actual business situation. 
 

After defining indicators and Key Performance Indicators it comes to the en-

vironmental reference. In literature there are attempts available to define the 
                                            
58 Cf. Parmenter, D. (2010), p.7. 
59 Reh, F.J. (2011), URL see references 
60 Cf. Rasmussen, N., et al. (2009), p.23f. 
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term “environmental indicator”. One attempt is going to be introduced in the 

following. It describes an environmental indicator as “a mediate or immedi-

ate environmentally relevant quantity, formed as an absolute or relative 

number, which describes purposefully an operational situation with in-

creased insight value.”61 

Thus environmental indicators have to express some kind of environmentally 

relevant information that show how much the environmental functions and 

services are used by corporations or illustrate the actual health status of our 

environment. For example an absolute environmental indicator is the total 

amount of water used, or a relative one is the amount of water used per 

product, which are both part of the provisioning function of Mother Nature 

and fulfill the “environmentally relevant information” requirement. This speci-

fication further justifies the determination of health and function of nature, as 

they contained interfaces between ecology and economy, and thus contain 

references about what environmentally relevant information is. 

Additionally the following statement concretizes this definition: 

“Environmental indicators should reflect the objectives of environmental pro-

tection, which are set under consideration of sustainable economic activi-

ties“.62  

It results that environmental indicators should be derived from objectives of 

environmental protection and show the environmentally relevant information 

that is needed to optimize the corporation in a way that contributes to envi-

ronmental protection.  

With this understanding of indicators, Key Performance Indicators and envi-

ronmental indicators, the question: “What are KEIs?” will be answered in the 

following. They are also understood as a certain subset of indicators the 

previous determined functions, like representation or management function 

of indicators apply in this case, too. 

As stated out it is similar to the term “Key Performance Indicators”, but the 

word “Performance” is substituted by “Ecological”. So the performance of a 

                                            
61 Kottmann, H., et al. (1999), p.7. (translated) 
62 ebenda, p.4. (translated) 
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corporation is not ultimately the primary aspect, but the ecological impact is 

the relevant information that is going to be quantified, implying KEIs being a 

subset of environmental indicators. Therefore a certain concretization is 

needed that enables to determine if an environmental indicator is actually a 

KEI. As an environmental indicator is derived from objectives from environ-

mental protection this statement cannot be taken for identifying environmen-

tal indicators to be KEIs. 

For this purpose the following statement considers the relation from KPIs to 

KEIs: “Key Ecological Indicators (…) are in fact special Key Performance In-

dicators”63. This is the reason why aspects and issues discussed for KPIs do 

also apply to KEIs, like the definition of the current business situation, which 

has to be considered if implementing KEIs. Moreover this statement enables 

to determine if an environmental indicator is actually a KEI based on the def-

inition making an indicator a KPI. 

As KPIs and KEIs are a special subset of indicators and additionally KEIs is 

a special subset of environmental indicators caused by their environmental 

reference. KPIs are understood as a strategic indicator that matters and is 

essential to the performance and success of a corporation. An indicator 

shows an internal or external business situation, which can be strategically 

relevant. It follows that KPIs are a certain subset of indicators. Because of 

identifying KEIs as special KPIs they are a subset of them. 

As a result, linkage to strategy was the primary aspect that determined if an 

indicator is a KPI. This knowledge is used to specify whether an environ-

mental indicator is a KEI. KEIs do not solely indicate a certain environmental 

fact but rather they should show environmental information, which are stra-

tegically relevant. As a result Key Ecological Indicators are understood as an 
 

• indication of environmental impact concerning a particular, actual busi-

ness situation, 

• that is tied to strategy 

                                            
63 Nowak, A., et al. (2010), p.3. 
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• by setting concrete target values, inducing difference between the strate-

gically desired and the actual business situation 
 

To use this definition for visualizing KEIs in the practical part of this work it 

will be further specified in a more mathematical way: 

KEIs are defined “as a tuple consisting of an Ecological Characteristics (EC) 

metric and a target value function based on the ecological goals one wants 

to achieve (defined by business strategy).”64 

In conclusion an actual business situation is represented by ecological char-

acteristics that express the usage of nature’s goods and services by corpo-

rations identified in 2.3. Reference to strategy is ensured by a target value 

function that is derived from business strategy and can include the objective 

to ensure health of nature, discussed in 2.4. An example illustrates this defi-

nition: ‘water consumption of a corporation per year <= 100.000 liters’. It im-

plicitly has the assumption that reducing water consumption is connected to 

a corporations’ strategy. 

 
Figure	  5	  -‐	  Correlation	  of	  Indicators	  

 

Finally the assumed correlation of these different terms is illustrated in Fig-

ure 5. Depending on the responsibility toward ensuring sustainable devel-

                                            
64 Nowak, A., et al. (2011), p.6. 
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opment taken by a corporation, the set of KEIs would become larger if more 

responsibility is taken, as it would include more environmental indicators that 

are connected to strategy.   

3.2 Requirements	  for	  KEIs	  

The previous definition set properties KEIs must fulfill. But there are further 

aspects needed for evaluating the quality of KEIs. In literature there are al-

ready plenty of requirements for classical indicators or indicator systems and 

some explicitly for environmental indicators available. Consequently re-

quirements to indicators are also applicable to KEIs, as they are in fact a 

special subset of indicators. There are so many different requirements 

named in literature that a limitation to the most essential and relevant ones 

is necessary.  

The first requirement that is going to be introduced is summarized under the 

term “economical requirement”. It consists of the aspects time, quality, flexi-

bility and profitability of information and consequently means that it should 

be worthwhile to take effort in gathering information and processing them to 

indicators. This is determined by setting the requirement that the gathering 

and processing procedure should cost less than, or at least be proportional 

to the benefits generated by it. Further this process should be executed with-

in a certain period of time, so that these indicators are available at a point in 

time when they are usable and needed. Flexibility is mentioned in terms of a 

set of indicators and means that they should be adaptable. At last quality 

signifies an appropriate preparation of information for decision-making. The-

se consisting aspects should be entirely optimized, as they are also related 

and have negative effects to each other.65  

For example if the time attribute is optimized to a real-time collection of data 

and calculation of indicators, it will decrease profitability, as the needed in-

frastructure enabling real-time indicators is more expensive. Thus one has to 
                                            
65 Cf. Ösze, D. (2000), p.80. 
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consider whether real-time is really necessary to improve time and decrease 

profitability. Setting this general requirement actually covered a lot of differ-

ent requirements that are named and listed by other authors, for example 

requirements like currency66, availability67 or acceptable costs68. Because of 

this generalization almost every set of requirements that have been found 

did include some kind of economical requirement. It illustrates that it is very 

relevant. 

Measurability or quantification69 is yet another frequently mentioned re-

quirement. It means representing the fact of interest by a number. Achieving 

it is not easily feasible in each case, like measuring the mentioned customer 

satisfaction KPI. Nevertheless it is achieved by identifying a set of measures 

that might indicate it.  

And there are further requirements like simplicity70, verifiability71, compara-

bility72 and reliability73, which will not be explained as they mostly speak for 

themselves or are not that relevant to the requirements for KEIs. 

However, there are some requirements particularly set for environmental in-

dicators in literature. KEIs are a subset of environmental indicators and 

therefore requirements for environmental indicators can apply to them as 

well. Environmental indicators should:74 
 

• address key issues 

• be quantifiable 

• be derived from process (modeling) data 

• relate to other metrics commonly used in research and business deci-

sion-making processes 

                                            
66 Cf. Kottmann, H., et al. (1999), p.19. 
67 Cf. Dietrich, E., et al. (2007), p.14. 
68 Cf. Jorgensen, S.E., et al. (2010), p.11. 
69 Cf. Pape, J., et al. (2001), p.184. 
70 Cf. Jorgensen, S.E., et al. (2010), p.11. 
71 Cf. Clausen, J. (1998), p.53. 
72 Cf. Kottmann, H., et al. (1999), p.19. 
73 Cf. Ösze, D. (2000), p.80. 
74 Harmsen, J., Powell, J.B. (2010), p.162. 
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With key issues the big environmental problems could be meant, or issues 

within the corporation that exist concerning ecology, so environmental indi-

cators should be connected to them. Quantification and measurability is also 

a requirement for ecological indicators. Derivation from process data offers 

the first evidence for a possible procedure to determine KEIs, discussed in 

section 3.5. The relation to other metrics is helpful for using these metrics for 

decision-making and is even necessary if aspects like eco-efficiency are go-

ing to be measured. This relation is not essential to KEIs so that it is not 

made a requirement for them. 

With these several requirements for indicators and environmental indicators 

requirements for KEIs will be set for this work:  
 

• Economical Requirement 

• Relevancy (tied to strategy by target value) 

• Measurability / Quantification 

• Environmental reference 

• Transparency 
 

The economical requirement does apply to KEIs with its contained aspects 

time, quality, flexibility and profitability. It is always a fundamental require-

ment in practice. Further it should fulfill the requirements “relevant” by con-

nection to strategy and “environmental reference” by containing some kind 

of environmental impact. They result from the definition of KEIs. Moreover 

KEIs should also be measurable or quantifiable for decision-making and 

transparent to discuss how they are calculated or how well they express cer-

tain information.  

3.3 Classification	  of	  KEIs	  

After setting requirements a classification is needed for a better structure 

and distinction of different kinds of KEIs. In advance there are many possibil-

ities to classify them by the most varying aspects. Because of the fact that 
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they are tied to strategy a wide range of different KEIs could possibly be 

identified.  

A certain class was already mentioned, by thinking about health of environ-

ment. Depending on strategy, it results in KEIs for ecological quality, health 

or current ecological state. Another kind of KEIs expresses environmental 

stress caused by corporations and other entities using provisioning and reg-

ulating functions of nature. Moreover there are indicators for environmental 

management that enable to take decisions based on quantitative numbers. 

This classification is illustrated in Figure 6. It should be considered that envi-

ronmental management indicators could contain both, environmental stress 

and environmental health indicators for managing environmental impact. As 

a result this separation is not distinct. Additionally indicators for environmen-

tal health are primary politically relevant and only huge corporations with a 

high environmental impact upon its region will gather such information to 

monitor and document the regional environmental status.75 It can be used to 

indicate progress in protecting the regional environment and could show if 

taken environmental actions are effective. 

 
Figure	  6	  -‐	  Different	  Environmental	  indicators76	  

 
                                            
75 Cf. Kottmann, H., et al. (1999), p.9. 
76 Clausen, J. (1998), p.55. (translated) 
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Another possibility is to classify KEIs based on their scale of unit. One unit is 

called “resource-based”. That means for example the usage of water in liters 

or the weight of coal used. So it generally stands for the actual usage of re-

sources or ejection of emission and wastes. Reconsidering the definition of 

KEIs, resource-based KEIs are an ecological characteristics metric consist-

ing of one or more environmental impacts with the same scale of unit, like 

carbon dioxide emission or amount of all emissions in gram for example. 

These measured resource usages, emissions and wastes can also be trans-

formed in a certain way to monetary values, so that costs of water or elec-

tricity are gathered. Advantages and disadvantages of this monetary evalua-

tion are going to be discussed in section 3.5. The third level is artificial-

based KEIs. To create a highly aggregated KEI, containing total environ-

mental impact of a corporation in one ecological characteristics metric, dif-

ferent inputs and outputs with distinct scales of unit have to be aggregated. 

Thus artificial-based KEIs are calculated by a method that aggregates im-

pacts to ecology that have different scales of unit. 

Finally an approach based on the level of detail will be introduced. 

Measures, for example, “can be cascaded through an organization and 

tracked at different levels - such as the employee, process, plant, or product 

levels”77. Based on this insight KEIs are categorized by different abstraction 

levels within a corporation. This work differentiates three levels: products, 

processes and corporation level. In regard building a KEI Framework for 

business-processes, the process-level additionally contains the following 

subcategories: process, process-instance, activity and activity-instance and 

enables aggregation of KEIs for processes on different abstraction levels.  

The classification in environmental management, environmental stress and 

environmental health indicators is actually not considered, as KEIs are some 

kind of environmental management indicators that again can consist of both 

environmental health and -stress indicators. 

 

                                            
77 Olson, E.G. (2009), p.27. 
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Figure	  7	  -‐	  Classification	  of	  KEIs78	  

 

In conclusion KEIs are categorized into corporation, processes and prod-

ucts, whereby the processes category is specified into process, process-

instance, activity and activity-instance. In all categories they are distin-

guished by scale of unit in resource-based, monetary-based and artificial-

based KEIs, which is illustrated in Figure 7. 

3.4 Positioning	  and	  usage	  of	  KEIs	  

To position KEIs two different perspectives upon environmental manage-

ment will be outlined: the macro-view and the micro-view. As this work is 

concentrating on KEIs based on the business-context it primary relies on the 

micro-view of environmental management and will be the focus of this chap-

ter. The consideration of the macro-view gives a better understanding of the 

correlation between macro- and micro-view and shows how big environmen-

tal problems outlined in the introduction of this work could ideally be solved. 

                                            
78 Refers to: Kottmann, H., et al. (1999), p.11. 
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3.4.1 Macro-‐view	  

In chapters one and two importance of environment to humanity has 

been shown and certain problems that currently exist have been outlined 

that society has to think about and in the end also has to find a solution. 

The issue is that corporations are not able managing and solving big en-

vironmental problems and ensure sustainable development themselves. 

Because one single enterprise has relatively little impact on ecology 

compared to the whole world. Additionally some corporations still have 

the classical hierarchy of systems in mind, introduced in section 2.2 on 

the left part of Figure 2. Thereby they see the environment as a com-

pletely public good and do not realize importance of ecology for their 

business to be sustainable, as well as for humanity to exist.  

Thus ideally a higher authority would measure state of environmental 

health and set limits to humanity and economy for using resources, eject-

ing wastes and emissions. Further it would try to ensure health of nature, 

as well as gather and monitor current usages of resources, ejection of 

wastes and emissions of humanity. It results in some sort of KEIs on a 

macro basis, but instead of an actual business situation, the ecological 

situation is considered. The strategic target that these KEIs would be 

connected to is to ensure sustainable development including ensuring 

health of nature. Such an overall authority doesn’t currently exist, as this 

would be a very hard and complex endeavor. It would involve all nations 

and governments to agree upon. So different other hierarchies within the 

macro-view can be identified79: 
 

• Earth, Supranational region, National state and Region 
 

The “Earth” level is the abovementioned absolute authority. Unfortunately 

this ideal authority is very unrealistic for managing environmental con-

                                            
79 Braun, B. (2002), p.142. (translated) 
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cerns in practice, as too much different nations and opinions do exist to 

implement such an endeavor.  

The next level would be the “supranational region”. This level is much 

more realistic, as a subset of all nations is trying to find solutions for envi-

ronmental problems and discussing necessary limits and improvements 

to ensure sustainable development. This scenario has been actually 

done by the Kyoto-protocol, where different nations, like the European 

Union, United States, Japan, Russia and other nations, tried to discuss 

environmental problems and set limits and targets for emissions.80 It “de-

fines allowable greenhouse gas emissions for each industrialized country 

Party in terms of assigned amounts for the commitment period 2008-

2012”81. But not all countries ratified the convention, thus did not commit 

to those defined targets.  It follows that the “supranational region” solu-

tion is also very hard to realize to really ensure sustainable development 

and coordinate actions.  

The “National State” level considers a single nation. Its government has 

the responsibility to ensure sustainable development by regulations. On 

this more specific level the problem with it is that total humanity has an 

impact on earth and not only a single nation. Individual efforts can be 

neutralized by other nations who did not realize importance of environ-

mental health and sustainable development.  

A “Region” is for example a federal state or an administrative district and 

would be a very local approach managing impact on environment on a 

macro-basis. As a result big environmental problems cannot be really 

solved on this level. 

As different levels of the macro-view should manage the environmental 

impact, Key Ecological Indicators can be derived for each of them. These 

KEIs are not interested in the current business situation like the definition 

said, but in the current environmental status. For example some indica-

tors exist for current health of environment within one region, but no gen-

                                            
80 Cf. Oberthür, S., Ott, H.E. (1999), p.13. 
81 Grubb, M., et al. (1999), p.115. 
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eral accepted indicators for all specific ecosystems are available.82 

Therefore this would be a very local, as well as hard and tedious en-

deavor, but first attempts like tradable or marketable emission permits83 

were introduced on the “supranational region” to manage the big envi-

ronmental problems. They created market conformable structures so that 

corporations have to buy emission rights if they want to cause more 

emissions. If they emission less than permitted they could sell the right to 

cause emissions to other companies, so the issue progress in environ-

mental protection could not be expressed in monetary value would be 

solvable on a macro-basis. As a result the macro-view is fundamental to 

actually solve big environmental problems that whole humanity and 

economy has and to set limits to use natures’ functions, as well as to set 

extrinsic motivation and regulations for corporations. 

The macro-view gives an insight in which context the micro-view takes 

place. This is helpful for a better understanding of the correlation be-

tween macro- and micro-view.  

3.4.2 Micro-‐view	  

Like the macro-view, the micro-view is also trying to reduce impact on 

ecosphere and may contribute to solve big environmental problems, but 

the considered environmental impact is limited on a single enterprise. 

This contribution is caused by intrinsic and extrinsic motivations men-

tioned before. To operationalize this endeavor for corporations a concept 

called environmental management (EM) evolved. For EM a very general 

specification is “management of environmental aspects of a company”84. 

So everything that a corporation does concerning environment is stated 

as some kind of environmental management. It means that it is a cross-

                                            
82 Cf. Jorgensen, S.E. (2010), p.5. 
83 Cf. Lesourd, J.B., Schilizzi, S.G.M. (2001), p.27. 
84 Harmsen, J., Powell, J.B. (2010), p.220. 
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departmental function85. This understanding will be further concretized, 

as it is only helpful to state KEIs being some kind of environmental man-

agement. Nevertheless by analyzing what an EM is and consists of this 

analysis could contain hints for building a KEI framework. 

At first the ambition of EM will be considered. Its purpose is to plan, con-

trol, monitor and improve all actions concerning environmental protection 

within an enterprise, as well as to lead the company and employees in an 

environmental-oriented manner.86 

Actually KEIs follow a similar ambition. They include to plan (identifying 

strategy including environmental aspects and set target values), monitor 

(getting environmental impact of the actual business situation expressed 

by a calculated ecological characteristics metric), control (visualizing 

KEIs indicating difference between actual and strategically desired situa-

tion) and improve (identifying and executing actions realizing strategy) a 

corporation regarding its environmental impact that is connected to strat-

egy. 

 
Figure	  8	  -‐	  BPM	  Lifecycle87	  

                                            
85 Cf. Schaltegger, S., Sturm, A. (1995), p.23. 
86 Cf. Kamiske, G.F., et al. (1995), p.4. 
87 Refers to: Kress, M. (2010), p.25. 
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A similarity is recognizable between the ambition of an EM and the busi-

ness process management (BPM) lifecycle illustrated in Figure 8. Both 

management approaches plan, monitor, control and improve certain as-

pects of a corporation, whereby the function “control” is contained within 

step “analysis & design” of the BPM lifecycle and the function “improve” 

is implicitly contained by the lifecycle itself. But the BPM lifecycle is not 

focusing on decreasing environmental impact of a corporation, but on 

improvement of business-process and thus contains the phase “imple-

mentation & test” and “business process execution”. 

So in regard identifying how to calculate KEIs connected to strategy for 

optimizing business-processes by the BPM lifecycle, it will be evaluated 

how environmental relevant information is gathered within EM. This pro-

cedure can be adopted to gather environmental data about business-

processes. Therefore the concept of EM must be made concrete in a cer-

tain way. This is done by an environmental management system (EMS).  

For a further consideration of an EMS, a statement will be introduced: 

“An environmental management system (…) is the part of businesses’ 

overall management system that includes organizational structure, plan-

ning activities, responsibilities, practices, procedures, processes, and re-

sources for developing, implementing, achieving, reviewing, and main-

taining an environmental policy.”88  

An environmental policy “is a set of principles and intentions used to 

guide decision making about human management of environmental capi-

tal and environmental services.”89 Consequently it is connected to certain 

environmental objectives and determines what should be done within a 

corporation concerning environmental impact. 

Following these two statements, KEIs are also part of an environmental 

management system and overall management system caused by their 

                                            
88 Friedman, F.B. (2003), p.68. 
89 Roberts, J. (2011), p.2. 
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definition to be special environmental indicators that are strategically rel-

evant. 

 
Figure	  9	  -‐	  Components	  of	  an	  EMS90	  

 

As one can see in Figure 9 an environmental management system in-

cludes a lot of different aspects and components that have to be consid-

ered and implemented. In regard to the practical part of this work these 

components will be evaluated to identify whether they are applicable for 

building a KEI Framework for business-processes.  

The component eco-policy has been illustrated already, which is in case 

of KEIs the business strategy including environmental goals.  

Next the component “eco-accounting” is considered. The purpose of ac-

counting could be summarized as support of management in all decision-

making processes.91  

In terms of eco-accounting it supports management in making decisions 

based on environmental objectives and accomplishes them. It means 

that all planning, controlling, monitoring and decision-making activities 
                                            
90 Große, H., et al. (2000), p.33. (translated) 
91 Cf. Schaltegger, S., Sturm, A. (1995), p.15. 
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should be related and aligned to concrete environmental objectives.92 It 

signifies, besides economical aspects, to consider especially aspects of 

the environment when decisions will be made. To operationalize this goal 

eco-accounting contains functions like analysis of environmental perfor-

mance and weak points, planning, controlling, monitoring of environmen-

tal performance, suggestions for improvements and improvement of in-

formation quality for internal plus external communication.93  

It consequently reveals that eco-accounting is a very central component 

of an EMS. As a result it is usable for identifying how to get environmen-

tal relevant information for optimizing processes by the BPM lifecycle. 

Thus it is relevant for building a KEI framework and justifies analyzing it 

in detail.  

 
Figure	  10	  -‐	  Modules	  of	  Eco	  Accounting94	  

 

                                            
92 Cf. Faßenbender-Wynands, E., Seuring, S.A. (2001), p.141. 
93 Cf. Schaltegger, S., Sturm, A. (1995), p.15. 
94 Refers to: Schaltegger, S., Sturm, A. (1995), p.21. 
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Figure 10 contains modules that are needed for environmental-

accounting and their correlation to each other. The module “ambition” 

was mentioned by the environmental policy of an EMS. It determines the 

focus of eco-accounting by formulating ecological and economical goals 

that are differentiated in general objectives of corporations (defined by 

top-management), and specific ones (defined during the eco-accounting 

process), like annual objectives, departmental objectives or detailed ob-

jectives. The person being responsible for the corresponding subject de-

fines these specific objectives.95 An example for such a person is the 

process-owner being responsible for a specific business-process and 

sets specific objectives to the process he owns. 

The foundation of an eco-accounting system is an “information system”. 

Its purpose is gathering environmental data being strategically relevant, 

as well as identifying substances and energies used by a corporation.96 

Moreover it includes measuring these substances and energies, and fur-

ther environmental costs that are by them expressed in monetary values 

with regard to the specific situation of a corporation.97 

Finally, gathering environmental data is pursuing the goal to evaluate da-

ta from existing systems, as production planning and scheduling, ac-

counting or material management, to reduce amount of data that has to 

be gathered.98 

Unfortunately raw data are not usable making management decisions, 

showing necessity establishing another module called “decision support 

system”. It aggregates and/or processes this raw data to calculate envi-

ronmental indicators, present this information to the relevant authority, 

and enables identifying demand for actions.99 

After decisions have been made it is requisite to ensure its execution and 

controlling its success. Reasons and extends of discrepancies to objec-

                                            
95 Cf. Schaltegger, S., Sturm, A. (1995), p.21. 
96 Cf. ebenda, p.22. 
97 Cf. ebenda, p.25. 
98 Cf. ebenda, p.27. 
99 Cf. ebenda, p.22. 
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tives have to be analyzed. Hereafter follows identification of new objec-

tives or actions.100 Resulting in the lifecycle illustrated in Figure 10. 

Last there is the module “communication”. Eco-Accounting provides the 

basis to internally and externally communicate ones achievements in fol-

lowing environmental objectives.101 

Reconsidering the components of an EMS, eco-accounting is correlated 

to eco-policy, -objectives and -programs by the module “ambition”. It 

does have to contain an environmental information system to get data 

about the usage of provisioning-, regulating- and supporting services- 

functions provided by nature. These data are processed and aggregated 

to environmental indicators by the module “decision support system”. On 

this basis actions are executed and controlled by the module “control-

ling”, enabling an environmental-oriented operational and -organizational 

structure, as well as eco-management. As Figure 9 does not contain the 

components “decision support system” and “controlling”, it is assumed 

that hey are included to the eco-accounting component. Moreover envi-

ronmental-accounting provides information for eco-communication. 

As a result eco-accounting actually covers or is the basis for most EMS 

components. Some of them were not mentioned, for example environ-

mental-oriented human resources. It contains that employees will be se-

lected based on their awareness about environmental problems and do 

contribute to reduce environmental impact of the corporation by their per-

sonal interest. It is relevant because “the culture of individual organiza-

tions, sites or even departments can affect how a system is used”102 and 

people that work in a corporation determine its culture. Resulting in an 

example why an environmental-oriented human resources department is 

absolutely necessary and important for an EMS. Additionally all these dif-

ferent modules should be documented in a certain way, which is neces-

sary for evaluating the quality of the EMS internally and externally. The 

                                            
100 Cf. Schaltegger, S., Sturm, A. (1995), p.22. 
101 Cf. ebenda, p.22. 
102 Sheldon, C., Yoxon, M. (2002), p.5. 
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external evaluation of environmental management is necessary for exist-

ing standards like ISO 14000103 or EMAS104. Both of them can be certi-

fied by an auditing process, which will analyze those different compo-

nents and approve or refuse its accordance to those standards and 

therefore need some sort of documentation.  

“The outputs of an EMS will reflect values of the organization (…) [and] 

may have an effect on culture, but this will be an evolutionary and con-

trolled process.”105 Stating that the scope or actual implementation of an 

EMS depends on the corporates’ values that are indicated by its under-

standing of hierarchy of economy, ecology and society, and the respon-

sibility taken to ensure sustainable development (see chapter 2). 

In terms of building a KEI framework for business-processes, without al-

ready having an existing environmental management system that gathers 

environmental information, especially the modules needed for environ-

mental-accounting have to be considered. Justified by the fact that KEIs 

are special kinds of environmental indicators and environmental-

accounting with its modules does provide the functionality to calculate 

environmental indicators. 

Reconsidering the purpose of this work illustrated in Figure 1, all modules 

of environmental-accounting have to be implemented to execute all 

steps. But as the purpose of this work is limited to the first three steps the 

KEI framework has to include the modules “ambition” for defining KEIs, 

“information system” by establishing a measurement system, and “deci-

sion support system” by deploying a management dashboard that can 

indicate demand for actions for optimization. Thus modules “controlling” 

and “communication” are not considered. 

As this work focuses on KEIs for business-processes the box “corpora-

tion” illustrated in Figure 10 that says an information system gathers data 

about the overall company, is changed to processes. It consequently re-

                                            
103 ISO 14000 (2011), URL see references 
104 EMAS (2011), URL see references 
105 Sheldon, C., Yoxon, M. (2002), p.7. 
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veals connection between the BPM lifecycle and environmental-

accounting, as it is focusing on corporation level and thus has to gather 

data about the execution of processes and its environmental impacts. 

The micro-view consequently shows how environmental data can be 

measured and enabled getting knowledge about modules needed for 

calculating KEIs.  

Afterward it is necessary to identify how KEIs can be used within the mi-

cro-view. As they are defined as special environmental indicators the us-

ages of environmental indicators do also apply to KEIs. With this infor-

mation the following usage examples of KEIs are identified:106 
 

• Illustration of environmental changes within time 

• Detection of optimizing potentials 

• Feedback for motivating employees 

• Foundation for communication (reports and explanations concerning 

the environment) 

• Evaluation of environmental performance  

• Decision-support for environmental investments 

• Early warning system for corporate deficiencies 

• Determination and monitoring of environmental objectives 

• Identification of market opportunities and potentials in reducing costs 

• Support for auditing-process (certification) 
 

Additionally they are used in a further way: 
 

• Ensure environmental actions to be tied to strategy 

                                            
106 Pape, J., et al. (2001), p.179. (translated) 
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3.5 Determination	  of	  KEIs	  

With this chapter it will be shown how step one of Figure 1 is executed. As 

the definition specifies, KEIs indicate a particular, actual business situation 

with its environmental impact by an ecological characteristics metric. Its 

connection to strategy is ensured by a target value function. Unfortunately 

the connection to strategy makes it hard to find general accepted KEIs for 

corporations that do apply to all industries and companies because their 

strategies, designated objectives and targets about reducing environmental 

impacts are often diverse. Thus this section is rather trying to illustrate dif-

ferent methods how KEIs can be identified, than defining concrete KEIs. 

Nevertheless some environmental indicators will be presented that might be 

KEIs, depending whether they are strategically relevant to a corporation. 

The definition of KEIs actually enables two possible approaches or proce-

dures to determine KEIs:  

The first one would begin with the definition of a strategy containing envi-

ronmental aspects. Afterwards it is operationalized by objectives and goals 

that should be followed or reached, called the overall objectives in environ-

mental-accounting. It is the execution of the “ambition” module of environ-

mental-accounting. Whereby these overall objectives could also contain dif-

ferent sub-objectives to specify and determine how exactly these overall ob-

jectives are fulfilled. Moreover specific objectives are set to define a status in 

which the overall objective is met, resulting in the identification of KEIs. Next 

the current business situation with its environmental impact is determined 

and measured in regard to aggregate and/or process this data to get the de-

fined KEIs. This enables the possibility to reveal the difference between the 

strategically desired and the actual business situation. Depending on the 

specific objective that was set, gathering the actual target value for a KEI is 

enabled. For example, if one specific objective is to reduce electricity con-

sumption by twenty percent the concrete amount of electricity to be reduced 

is settable after measuring the KEI. This procedure will be stated as a top-
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down107 determination of Key Ecological Indicators. Actually it is the reason 

why the requirement “derivation from process (modeling) data” identified for 

environmental indicators was actually not made a requirement to KEIs be-

cause this wouldn’t be a top-down approach. 

Another possibility is to monitor a corporation by the “information system” 

module of environmental-accounting. It would analyze interfaces a corpora-

tion has to the environment by determining substances and energies used. 

Next these are measured and calculated and/or aggregated to ecological 

characteristic metrics. With this information the specific objectives can be set 

with concrete target values. Afterwards it will be determined whether they 

match to overall objectives that express the strategy. The issue resulting 

with this approach is that it possibly results in environmental indicators and 

not KEIs because they could miss the strategic reference. This approach is 

stated as a bottom-up determination108 of Key Ecological Indicators.  

Both approaches are illustrated in Figure 11. Furthermore the vision is add-

ed and influences or determines strategy. Additionally the illustration con-

tains information about the scope considered to identify environmental im-

pact and is the reason why “corporation n” is illustrated in the background, 

connected by an information flow arrow to “corporation”.  

The mentioned approaches actually are the result of the lifecycle that envi-

ronmental-accounting does have. The top-down determination is used if 

KEIs are identified the very first time without having an existing environmen-

tal-accounting system. After it is implemented and KEIs are measured it re-

sults in a bottom-up determination. It enables to set target values for specific 

objectives or even could identify new aspects that were not considered. So it 

may enable to identify a new strategy. Over time it results in a sequence of 

top-down and bottom-up derivations, whereby the modules “ambition” and 

“information system” are not newly created but altered or expanded. To 

prove this mutual dependency, a work from Simons will be presented. He 

                                            
107 Cf. Gladen, W. (2008), p.233. 
108 Cf. ebenda, p.233. 
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tried to show the relation between vision, strategy, target values and actions. 

The vision or mission of a company determines its business strategy. More-

over performance measures and target values are derived from this strate-

gy, leading to certain actions contributing to implement it. He identified that 

performance measures and target values as well as executed actions have 

an impact on the business strategy itself.109 Thus the outlined mutual de-

pendency between top-down and bottom-up derivation is supported by this 

knowledge. 

 
Figure	  11	  -‐	  Derivation	  of	  KEIs	  

 

Thus one has to think about two fundamental aspects for determining KEIs 

namely defining a strategy including overall objectives, derive specific objec-

tives out of it (ambition), and measure the actual or current environmental 

impact to calculate KEIs that are tied to this ambition (information system 

and decision support system).  
                                            
109 Cf. Gladen, W. (2008),  p.47. 
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As the identified requirements made to KEIs demanded a concrete correla-

tion to nature, it is obligatory to analyze and identify the concrete impact 

from corporations to nature. Section 2.3 already illustrated the relationship of 

corporations to ecology and which functions of nature are primary used. 

Thus a step to build a basis for determining Key Ecological Indicators, if not 

already available, would be to acquire information about the input and output 

of the economic activities that is connected to nature and thereby fulfills this 

requirement. This foundation can be build by substance- and energy flux 

analysis, containing subjects like used materials or resources and energy 

consumption or ejected wastes and emissions to air and water.110 The more 

aspects and details are covered by this analysis the better the real impact on 

nature can be shown, but because of high complexity the covered aspects 

usually have to be limited.111 If the completeness requirement should be ful-

filled, which is often a requirement to indicator-systems, all impacts have to 

be considered and the law of conservation of mass and energy must be 

complied. As a result, it is possible to determine energies and substances in 

a full or light approach.112 The full determination is more complex and could 

possibly decrease the economical requirement made to KEIs, which is actu-

ally one reason why the completeness requirement was not set. Disregard-

ing some aspects is permitted, because not all aspects posses the same 

relevance for ecology, as well as a corporations’ strategy. This disregard 

and the resulting uncertainty should be known or documented in some way 

to ensure transparency and comparability of results.113 

As a matter of fact the specific business situation has to be considered too 

by this analysis. Various corporations use and eject different energies and 

substances so it is hard to identify all possible substance and energies. 

Nevertheless there are several universal classes that can be identified for 

determining these flows and then be specified for an individual case. Harm-

                                            
110 Cf. Seurig, S.A., Pick, E. (2001), p.154. 
111 Cf.  Müller, A. (2010), p.128. 
112 Cf. Schaltegger, S., Sturm, A. (1995), p.26. 
113 Cf. Seurig, S.A., Pick, E. (2001), p.156. 
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sen and Powell identified the following basic categories to express the inputs 

and outputs that corporations could have concerning nature:114 
 

• Energy 

• Material Intensity 

• Water 

• Land 

• Emissions 

o Atmospheric (Acidification, Global warming, Human health, Ozone 

depletion, Photochemical ozone) 

o Aquatic (Acidification, Oxygen demand, Eco toxicity, Eutrophica-

tion) 

o Land (Toxic waste disposal, Nontoxic waste disposal) 
 

These categories should be more specified, through identifying substances 

and energies within them that are actually used or ejected by a corporation. 

For example the category “atmospheric emissions” could contain gases that 

are the cause for global warming as carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide or me-

thane115, which should be persisted by the “information system” component 

if a corporation does eject them. So the result of energy and substance flux 

analysis is the substances and energies a corporation does actually use and 

emit.  

Another question that rises for substance and energy flux analysis is the 

scope of environmental impact. It should include different emission scopes, 

which have to be considered:116  
 

• Directly produced emissions 

• Indirect emissions from purchased stuff 

• Indirect emissions from outsourced activities 
 

                                            
114 Harmsen, J., Powell, J.B. (2010), p.10. 
115 Cf. Windsor, S. (2010), p.15f. 
116 Olson, E.G. (2009), p.93. 
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Considering directly produced emissions in this analysis is taken for granted 

and doesn’t need further explication. Indirect emissions from outsourced ac-

tivities and purchased stuff are not that obvious to regard. They must be 

gathered, which is why Figure 11 contained information flow to other com-

panies. If indirect emissions would not be considered a corporation could re-

duce its environmental impact by simply outsourcing activities or buying 

stuff. In this way the real environmental impact will be not reduced, as the 

outsourced activities still have an environmental impact. Thus indirect emis-

sions should be considered to set the correct motivation for reducing emis-

sions. It enables that partners and purchased goods and services can be se-

lected based on the emissions they cause and a corporation could not be-

come environmentally friendly by outsourcing activities that harm the eco-

sphere the most. Moreover it should also consider used resources from pur-

chased stuff and outsourced activities. This defined scope results in the abil-

ity to optimize environmental impact of companies and business-processes 

by changing and managing external partners or suppliers.  

After energy and substance flux analysis is executed, the next step for cal-

culating KEIs is to identify which energies and substances will be meted that 

are relevant for strategy. After these substances and energies are measured 

this data has the potential to be KEIs and can be aggregated or used to cal-

culate further relative or absolute indicators or transform it to monetary- or 

artificial-based ones. The identified and meted energies and substances are 

the building set for creating further environmental indicators and KEIs, which 

illustrates the high flexibility of a full-determination and measurement of en-

ergies and substances for calculating KEIs. 

In literature there are plenty examples for environmental indicators available 

that can be build on the basis of measured energies and substances.  

Because there are so many different environmental-indicators, just some 

chosen examples will be shown in the following to give a little perception of 

different environmental indicators that depending on the corporates’ strategy 

might be KEIs.  
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Müller specified relative environmental indicators, like recycling rate, which 

is calculated by identifying two resource-based indicators named amount of 

recycled material per anno and total material usage per anno. These two 

absolute measures are set in relation to each other to calculate the recycling 

rate, which would assume that the current business situation is expressed 

by one year. He identified more relative indicators for the categories materi-

al, energy, waste and emissions117. Other authors identified environmental 

indicators for financial118, industry119 or trading120 companies. Thereby indi-

cators like the amount of water used per process, percentage of a specific 

resource compared to whole resource usage of one process-instance or 

percentage of a specific kind of transportation were identified.  

These introduced examples were mostly KEIs for environmental stress 

whose scale of unit is resource-based. Yet resource-based KEIs have a cer-

tain disadvantage caused by the fact of various scale of units, like electricity 

consumption could be gathered in kW/h and used material would be ex-

pressed in kg. This difference makes it very hard to aggregate measured in-

puts and outputs into KEIs that expresses total environmental impact, for in-

stance. To solve this problem there are approaches to transform these envi-

ronmental impacts to monetary values. It is an easy ongoing if a market 

prices does exist, for example the costs for one kilogram of wood. If such a 

market price is not available some other approaches established to evaluate 

costs of resource-based indicators, for example multiplying it by a shadow 

price called the damage cost approach or by multiplying it with maintenance 

costs that arise to undo the environmental impact121, like for example the 

costs for planting such an amount of trees that would undo the emission of 

carbon dioxide caused by a company. Moreover the macro-view plays a cer-

tain role for this monetary transformation, as it could create a market for dif-

                                            
117 Cf. Müller, A. (2010), p.134f. 
118 See Seidel, E. et al. (1998a), p.175ff. 
119 See Seidel, E. et al. (1998b), p.141ff. 
120 See Feller, M. et al. (1998), p.215ff. 
121 Cf. Dietz, S., Neumayer, E. (2006), p.129. 
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ferent environmental impacts, like the mentioned tradable or marketable 

emission permits. 

A significant problem with this will be the transformation, as it is not always 

possible to determine a value expressed in money. This could be the case if 

there is no market, which would determine a price to the ejection or usage of 

resources.122 Moreover even if a market price would exist or created on a 

macro-basis this would not ultimately be a real expressed impact to the envi-

ronment. A manager claimed that one could not say a square meter of rain-

forest is worth 600$, because if they are vanished they will not renew them-

selves and therefore can’t be monetarily valued.123 Thus monetary KEIs 

would not express a realistic environmental impact, but would simply provide 

an intrinsic motivation for enterprises that didn’t realize their social responsi-

bility to reduce the usage and emission of resources. Additionally they help 

to limit amount of information by aggregation, but of course lose information 

to really identify demand for action to reduce environmental impact. 

The last group is artificial-based KEIs, as eco-efficiency. Eco-efficiency 

could be calculated as a relative indicator that relates environmental impact 

to the unit of output or a monetary unit. Two possibilities exist to increase 

eco-efficiency. First increase unit of output or monetary unit with consistent 

environmental impact and second reduce environmental impact with con-

sistent unit of output or monetary unit.124 As a consequence it is an indicator 

calculated by monetary- and resources-based KEIs. Another example for ar-

tificial-based KEIs is the ecological footprint. It is an approach developed by 

Wackernagel and Rees125 that tries to express the whole environmental im-

pact by the amount of land in square meters needed to anticipate the usage 

of goods and services provided by nature.126 So actually for every substance 

or energy that is used or ejected some kind of transformation is needed, 

which will determine how much land would be needed to undo its impact. 
                                            
122 Cf. Lintott, J. (2006), p.86. 
123 Cf. Buß, E. (2007), p.213f. 
124 Cf. Faßenbender-Wynands, E., Seuring, S.A. (2001), p.151. 
125 See Wackernagel, M., Rees, W. (1996) 
126 Cf. ebenda, p.3. 
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Such an approach is stated as valuation methods127. Every substance gets a 

factor or weighting appended that would express the environmental damage 

compared to other substances. Its ambition is to aggregate different kinds of 

substances and energies with distinct scales of units to a highly aggregated 

indicator. The issue was already briefly mentioned, because such an evalua-

tion of loading is always subjective and would not illustrate a real environ-

mental impact.128 This is why some authors outline that highly aggregated 

indicators cannot be calculated, as their measure is too diverse.129 

After presenting some environmental indicators and discussing some ad-

vantages and disadvantages as well, one should ask how many KEIs should 

be selected to manage environmental impact based on strategy. As they 

should reduce information to relevant aspects, it is pretty obvious that not an 

endless amount of KEIs can be picked. Therefore the amount should be 

constraint to more or less seven KEIs for one person that tries to manage a 

certain aspect like a single business-process.130 

Finally some basic principles131 will be introduced that are used to ensure 

ecological sustainability, which is part of sustainable development and could 

help corporations to identify a strategy including environmental concerns or 

in terms of environmental-accounting the ambition: 
 

1. Regeneration (renewable resources should not be used faster than they 

can regenerate) 

2. Substitution (non-renewable resources should be replaced by renewable 

ones if possible) 

3. Adaption (emission of substances and energy should not be greater then 

nature can handle) 
 

This leads to three different goals that a corporation could follow by strategy 

to protect the environment: Resource-, emission- and risk objectives. Raw 

                                            
127 Cf. Schaltegger, S., Sturm, A. (1995), p.36. 
128 Cf. ebenda, p.36f. 
129 Cf. Pape, J., et al. (2001), p.184. 
130 Cf. Gladen, W. (2008), p.14. 
131 Kanning, H., Müller, M. (2001), p.18. (translated) 
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resources should be preserved or saved, emissions and wastes prevented, 

reduced, reused or disposed, and risks reduced, avoided or restricted.132 

With these objectives a contribution to sustainable development can be 

made by corporations and is helpful to identify a strategy concerning the en-

vironment. Moreover several hints were conducted by mentioning intrinsic 

and extrinsic motivations for corporations investing effort in reducing envi-

ronmental impact. 

 

                                            
132 Cf. Müller, A. (2010), p.27.  
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4. Building	  a	  KEI	  Framework	  for	  Business-‐Processes	  
 

In the following the practical part of this work will be done. It includes the 

achievement of steps one, two and three shown in Figure 1. Section 3.4.2 iden-

tified that KEIs are part of an environmental management system. Within an 

EMS they are primarily assigned to environmental-accounting with its required 

modules. A subset of modules needed for environmental-accounting is selected 

to get environmental relevant information. For the purpose of this work the 

modules “ambition”, “information system” and “decision support system” are 

needed. These are contained in Figure 10. They will be implemented to gather 

environmental data about process execution. It enables to use the BPM lifecy-

cle to optimize processes in terms of decreasing environmental impact based 

on strategy.  

Actually the ambition is not completely part of the technical implementation of 

the KEI Framework, as it is assuming that strategy, overall- and specific objec-

tives are pre-defined. But they are expressed implicitly by corresponding target 

values that are persisted by the framework. To identify KEIs a strategy is need-

ed that determines which environmental data will be measured. Interfaces of 

business-processes to nature must be identified by energy and substance flux 

analysis in a full or light determination approach.  

By measuring these substances and energies, KEIs are going to be calculated 

and visualized on a management dashboard, which is the “decision support 

system” module. It is necessary for the “analysis” phase of the BPM lifecycle. 

The other modules “controlling” and “communication” of environmental-

accounting are not explicitly considered for this KEI framework, but are enabled 

by providing information that both modules need. 

The context of the underlying case study will be introduced to show how KEIs 

can be identified and visualized. Afterwards the concrete architecture of this KEI 

framework for business-processes will be explained in detail and several design 

choices that have been considered are going to be discussed. 
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4.1 Introducing	  the	  Case	  study	  

ESOR Inc. (Environmentally Sustainable Online Reseller) and its ordering 

business-process (see Figure 12) is the fictive company used for this case 

study. It is an online reseller company that offers different products exclu-

sively through its online-shop in the business-to-consumer (b-to-c) and busi-

ness-to-business (b-to-b) segment. It is hard for ESOR to ensure unique-

ness and competitiveness as the amount of competitors is very high in this 

market. Therefore management thinks about a new strategy that could lead 

to a competitive advantage and differentiate ESOR from their rivals. After 

they thought about several opportunities they came to the conclusion that 

supplementing their existing strategy by environmental aspects would offer a 

good opportunity to ensure lasting competitiveness and improve their repu-

tation. Further they identified that their customers are getting more eco-

sensible and some customers in the b-to-b segment want information about 

the environmental impact that is caused by ordering their products from 

ESOR for their own environmental management system. Finally they detect-

ed a high risk of new regulations for environmental protection that could be 

minimized by including environmental aspects to their objectives and antici-

pate new regulations. They follow the stakeholder concept and realized that 

many of their stakeholders see environmental protection and sustainable 

development as very essential. The shareholders also realized an economic 

potential in reducing environmental impact. Therefore a sustainability strate-

gy would be a good and promising opportunity. So there are intrinsic as well 

as extrinsic motivations for ESOR to see environmental protection as strate-

gically relevant. To implement and manage this sustainability strategy they 

want to build a basis for an environmental management system by deciding 

to adopt the concept of KEIs for optimizing business-processes connected to 

their sustainability strategy. This will be realized prototypically for one busi-

ness-process by implementing eco-accounting modules that enable to exe-

cute the BPM lifecycle in terms of environmental impact. This makes it pos-

sible to identify opportunities for optimization and the need for action in the 
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business-process. It is planed to expand this endeavor to all business-

processes and get environmental information for all of them.  

As the ordering process is one of most frequently executed processes it has 

a high potential to reduce environmental impact. So it is the first one that is 

going to be expanded with environmental information. Figure 12 illustrates 

the existing ordering process in Business Process Modeling Notation 

(BPMN). This will be described in the following and is needed to identify the 

processes’ interfaces by substance- and energy flux analysis later on. It en-

sures the “environmental reference” requirement made to KEIs: 

The customers place an order through the online shop, which will send a 

message containing all items ordered and the address information. This 

starts the ordering process of ESOR. First it checks whether these products 

are in stock in an adequate quantity in their warehouse. If this is not the case 

the products will be ordered from their suppliers. There are only two different 

suppliers. If supplier one has not all needed products in stock they will be 

ordered from supplier two. So there is no further logic for the selection of 

suppliers implemented. After all ordered products are in stock in their ware-

house a shipment service of another company will be notified to ship the de-

livery to the customer. The customer will be informed about the shipment of 

his order. At the same time the bank will be notified about the payment 

method and will inform ESOR whether the money transfer from the customer 

to their account is completed. The business process is completed success-

fully after shipment and payment activities have been executed. The de-

scribed process is simplified to essential aspects and only describes the rel-

evant information for this work, like the activities “order items”, “shipment” 

and “payment” contains some more steps, which are skipped for better intel-

ligibility. For example, it is not visualized if the ordered items are neither 

available in the warehouse, nor from the suppliers the customer will be in-

formed about the cancelation of his order. Further it is not shown that the 

payment process contains the activities “request authorization”, “get credit 

card details” and “notify customer paid”. Different exceptions that could oc-
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cur are also not visualized. And like in practice the exact business-

processes of the partners are not known. 

 
Figure	  12	  -‐	  BPMN	  Diagram	  of	  the	  underlying	  business-‐process	  

4.2 Defining	  properties	  of	  the	  KEI	  Framework	  

After specifying the context of this case study it is possible to identify re-

quirements made to the KEI Framework. For this endeavor it is mandatory to 

identify the designated target or what should be achieved through building 

this information system for environmental data. The main goal is to strategi-

cally optimize processes based on their environmental impact. One must re-

alize which environmental data is needed and have to be acquired. KEIs are 

a measure of the current business situation that is tied strategy by setting 

target values, like the definition in section 3.1 has been shown. Therefore 

one requirement is to gather the current environmental impact of the busi-

ness-process. Through an energy and substance flux analysis interfaces of 

ESORs ordering-process to the environment will be identified. These sub-
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stances and energies are gathered by monitoring the business-process, re-

alized by the “information system” module of environmental-accounting. This 

makes it mandatory to think about how to monitor the business-process and 

get environmental information about it in an automatic manner. As a result, it 

is a requirement gathering substances and energies used by the process 

automatically and to store this data for analysis. Additionally it should be 

possible to define indicators and calculate these out of the persisted data. 

As the existing infrastructure does already calculate one KPI (Activity Dura-

tion on activity-instance level) the framework should be capable to persist 

them, too. Further target values for those indicators must be settable, as the 

definition of KEIs requires a target value to ensure connection to strategy. 

Moreover it is planned to expand this KEI framework to other business-

processes and should be flexible for expansion. If ESOR wants to manufac-

ture their own products they need data about the used materials by the pro-

duction process. It should be possible to expand the measurement system 

by this data and save it in the Datawarehouse.  

As a result the main requirement to this project is flexibility for recording and 

persisting environmental relevant information concerning business-

processes, as well as to define different indicators for activity-instances, ac-

tivities, process-instances and processes. 

Another requirement is to visualize this information in some way to provide a 

decision support system that enables to optimize business-processes. 

Performance of the analysis is not primary for this work. But later on there 

are different possibilities to increase analysis performance later. Examples 

for increasing analysis performance are better hardware, saving pre-

aggregated data in the Datawarehouse or developing a star- and/or snow-

flake schema, which would increase performance by violating the third nor-

mal form defined for databases.133 Security aspects are not considered yet 

and are not set as a requirement. 

                                            
133 Cf. Heuer, A. et al. (2008), p.638ff. 
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Based on these requirements it comes to the selection of KEIs, which are 

going to be calculated for ESOR. This includes defining a strategy, deriving 

overall objectives out of strategy, executing substance- and energy flux 

analysis, thinking about a way to express environmental impact of the busi-

ness-process and discussing target-values, which indicate the strategic de-

sired situation. 

4.3 Selection	  of	  processes-‐based	  KEIs	  

Now it comes to the practical selection of KEIs for ESOR. Therefore step 

one “define KEIs” of Figure 1 will be executed. To select concrete KEIs on 

the process level it is necessary to have a strategy, derive overall and spe-

cific objectives and operationalize them by identifying and implementing 

KEIs that measure the actual business situation. Further the requirements 

made to KEIs should also be considered.  

As discussed in the theoretical determination of KEIs there are two possible 

approaches available for identifying KEIs. ESOR does not already measure 

environmental information and so it must be commenced with a top-down 

determination of KEIs beginning with the definition of ESORs strategy. In 

Figure 13 an extract of the strategy is illustrated. It is representing the “ambi-

tion” module of environmental-accounting. The vision that determines the 

strategy of ESOR is “to become the world’s best online reseller”. To follow 

this vision one strategy is to become sustainable. The sustainability strategy 

contains the aspects ecology and economy. Society, like the sustainability 

triangle defined, is not considered in this case study.  

It is mandatory to reduce humanities’ environmental impact wherever possi-

ble to ensure environmental health. ESOR realized its own responsibility to 

contribute ensuring environmental health and sustainable development as it 

has the realistic hierarchy of systems in mind (see section 2.2). 
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Figure	  13	  -‐	  Extract	  of	  ESORs	  Strategy	  

 

The overall objective is “reduce environmental impact”. This is done by three 

specific objectives. First “increase amount of renewable electricity”, following 

the substitution principle mentioned in section 3.5. Second “reduce carbon 

dioxide emissions” and third “reduce electricity consumption”, which would 

contribute to the adaption principle. Through the reduction of electricity con-

sumption, carbon dioxide emission and cost for electricity are decreased. 

Therefore it contributes to the economical goal “increase profits” of sustain-

ability. Because of the fact that no artificial-based KEIs are going to be cal-

culated the three objectives made to reduce environmental impact are going 

to be expressed as a KEI and not aggregated to environmental impact itself. 

To follow this overall objective ESOR has to pursue it on the different ab-

straction levels that are illustrated in Figure 7. As the purpose of this work is 

to optimize processes these specific objectives will be operationalized within 
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the processes level of KEIs. Moreover processes have further levels. As 

they want to optimize their ordering-process KEIs will be selected on pro-

cess level and not further specified for process-instance, activities or activity-

instances. Hereafter the overall objectives and level of abstraction ESOR 

defines the following resource-based KEIs: 
 

• Average electricity consumption per process 

• Average carbon dioxide emissions per process 

• Percentage of clean electricity used per process 

• Absolute electricity consumption per process 

• Absolute clean electricity used per process 

• Absolute carbon dioxide emission per process 
 

Moreover to insure the “increase profit” objective, ESOR wants information 

about the average and absolute electricity costs. This can actually be identi-

fied as a monetary-based KEI or a KPI. It is identified as a KPI cause it is not 

used to aggregate energies with different scales of unit and not connected to 

the objective “to reduce environmental impact”.  

After KEIs for ESOR are selected it is necessary to identify environmental 

impacts that the ordering-process has. This procedure was stated as sub-

stance and energy flux analysis. It determines all energies and substances 

used by the ordering-process that causes impact on the environment. The 

defined ordering-process that was introduced in section 4.1, will be analyzed 

by the following analysis. 

External partners (e.g. suppliers, shipment service providers or financial ser-

vice providers) execute activities of this process. Because ESOR follows a 

full determination of energies and substances this analysis does include 

substances and energies used and ejected by purchased stuff and external 

partners.  

The financial service provider would primarily use electricity for providing 

their service and depending on the energy mix it would cause carbon dioxide 

emissions or atomic waste. The suppliers and shipment service providers 
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additionally use fuel for transportation, resulting in emission of carbon diox-

ide, too.  

ESOR wants to manage and exchange their external partners based on the 

carbon dioxide emissions they caused at. It is the only substance connected 

to their specific objectives. Fuel and electricity are not considered, as they 

are not strategically relevant and contained in the emission of carbon diox-

ide.  

To get external information about indirect emissions ESOR should has to 

ask its partners. Partners would need an environmental management sys-

tem or at least gather this data to provide it to ESOR. So this case study as-

sumes that this information is available to the external partners and they are 

also willing or forced to forward it to ESOR. 

After identifying indirect emissions it comes to the internal activity “check 

availability in stock”. It uses primarily electricity, which causes the emission 

of carbon dioxide as well as atomic waste, depending on the energy mix of 

the purchased electricity. So ESOR needs a means to measure the electrici-

ty consumption of its internal activities and a procedure to calculate how 

much carbon dioxide and atomic waste is ejected by it. Moreover the exter-

nal activities are also executed in the business-process execution engine 

and used electricity.  

The warehouse that ESOR owns and uses for storing products would be 

categorized under the product classification and not to the process class of 

KEIs, resulting in disregard of its environmental impact for this case study. 

As a result of energy and substance flux analysis the ordering-process inter-

acts with nature by using electricity and fuel on the input side. But on the 

output side it ejects carbon dioxide and atomic waste. Thereby it selects the 

following substances and energies that will be measured: 
 

• Input of electricity 

• Output of carbon dioxide and atomic waste 
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Reconsidering the identified specific objectives the ejection of atomic waste 

is not connected to ESORs strategy and will not be measured and visualized 

as a KEI. But it is indirectly connected to the objective “increase renewable 

electricity”. Nevertheless it will be gathered as an environmental indicator. 

The atomic wastes caused by electricity consumption of external partners is 

not considered in this case study because it is not connected to strategy and 

would need additional efforts to get these data from external partners. 

4.4 Architecture	  

After discussing strategy, which covers the module “ambition”, it comes to 

the architecture of the KEI framework for business-processes. That should 

realize the calculation of KEIs, as well as provide an approach to persist and 

visualize this information for optimization. The second and third step of Fig-

ure 1 will be executed sequentially (“establishment of a measurement sys-

tem” and “deployment of a management dashboard system”). Like the mi-

cro-view has illustrated these steps are covered by two components of envi-

ronmental-accounting. An “information system” for measuring and persisting 

environmental data and a “decision support system” that calculates indica-

tors based on measured data and enables optimization of business-

processes in regard of their environmental impact. 

As ESOR already has an existing architecture for executing business-

processes the phases “planning”, “define”, “implement and test” and “pro-

cess execution” of the BPM lifecycle are already running. The business-

process is executed in the business process execution engine Apache ODE 

(Orchestration Directory Engine) and is defined in Business Process Execu-

tion Language (BPEL). The single activities are implemented as Web Ser-

vices. A pluggable framework expands Apache ODE for providing some 

monitoring services that do not gather environmental data. Moreover there is 

a Complex Event Processing (CEP) Engine that is connected to the plugga-

ble framework. It calculates metrics based on incoming events. These con-

tribute to the phase “monitoring” of the BPM lifecycle. ESOR uses Apache 
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ActiveMQ to connect Apache ODE, the pluggable framework and the CEP 

Engine with each other by messaging infrastructure. The “monitoring” phase 

of the BPM lifecycle will be expanded by building an “information system” 

and the “analysis” phase is enabled by a “decision support system”. Both are 

modules of environmental-accounting.  

The KEI framework for business-processes is designed as a “hub-and-

spoke” architecture illustrated in Figure 14. It gets different data from several 

systems (spokes), loads and transforms this data into the Datawarehouse 

(representing the hub) and finally can be represented in several dashboards 

(spokes), which are adjusted to the relevant authorities.  

 
Figure	  14	  -‐	  General	  Architecture	  for	  KEI	  aware	  process	  execution	  

 

The components “Apache ODE” and “Apache ActiveMQ” represent the men-

tioned existing systems. The pluggable framework and CEP Engine are not 

visualized in the architecture, but it is assumed that they are included in 

Apache ODE. “EventManager” and “Eco Simulator” provide the monitoring 
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function and measurement system for environmental impact, which is ex-

plained in sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. The Datawarehouse is the interface be-

tween the “monitor” and “analysis” phase. It enables to persist monitored 

events with their measured energies and substances for analysis. Moreover 

it contains the defined and calculated indicators and their corresponding tar-

get values. Thus it is the foundation for building dashboards, which are 

needed for the “analysis” phase of the BPM cycle. Several design choices 

for the Datawarehouse will be discussed and the concrete design will be 

shown in sections 4.4.3 and 4.4.4. The ETL-process extracts, transforms 

and loads the measured and monitored data into the Datawarehouse. This 

will be illustrated in section 4.4.5. The aggregation of data and calculation of 

KEIs could be executed in different ways, as well as the visualization in a 

dashboard are contents of sections 4.4.6 and 4.4.7 and represents the “de-

cision support system”.  

4.4.1 Monitoring	  of	  process-‐execution	  

First it will be discussed how the “information system” can monitor the ex-

isting process-execution engine. The BPM cycle is assigned to the “moni-

toring” phase. Apache ODE, with its extension by pluggable framework 

produces events while deploying a business-process and during the exe-

cution of business-process-instances. In this case study the relevant 

events for monitoring environmental data are: 
 

• Process deployment 

• Process-Instance (start/end) 

• Activity-Instance (start/end) 
 

Actually the end of a process-instance or activity-instance is represented 

by two events. One occurs if the instance is executed properly and one if 

it has failed. The pluggable framework captures all events that are raised 

by Apache ODE and creates additional ones.  
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Figure	  15	  -‐	  Sequence	  Diagram	  -‐	  Event	  Capturing	  

 

It has a class named “KEICustomController”, which includes a “on-

Message()” method that will be invoked if events within ApacheODE oc-

cur. The abovementioned events are selected by the “KEICustomCon-

troller” and are instantly forwarded to the “EventManager” calling its 

“manageEvent()” method. It also forwards events to the 

“Mon4ChronFilter” used by the CEP Engine to calculate metrics. This 

event capturing procedure is illustrated in the sequence diagram of Fig-

ure 15. It does visualize the selection of general events like process or 

process-instance events but not the detailed start and end events. 

The “EventManager” handles all incoming events. The current implemen-

tation is monitoring environmental data based on activity-instances. Be-

fore figuring out how to measure substances and energies used, it will be 

shown how the “EventManager” handles process and process-instance 

events. Process events are forwarded without transformation straighta-

way to the MOMs “Operational Data Store (ODS) Queue”. The ODS 

Queue represents the buffer that contains all event messages until they 

are actually loaded into the Datawarehouse. Process-instance events are 

not used to pre-aggregate data at the monitoring level, but it is a realistic 

option in some cases. The “EventManager” saves the start event and the 

correlation identifier provided by Apache ODE named “processID” (identi-

fier for a process-instance) in a newly created “ProcessInstanceEvent” 
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until the end event arrives and then passes this “ProcessInstanceEvent” 

containing those two events to the ODS Queue. The “Proces-

sInstanceEvents” not containing an “endEvent” are stored within the 

“EventManager” in a “LinkedList”. If a process-instance end event occurs, 

it will be searched for a corresponding unfinished “Proces-

sInstanceEvent” by “correlationID”. The “ProcessInstanceEvent” that was 

created and used by the “EventManager” is illustrated as a class diagram 

in Figure 16 and contains the created “ActivityInstanceEvent”. This is 

needed for monitoring energies and substances in the next section. 

 
Figure	  16	  -‐	  Class	  diagram	  of	  defined	  Events	  for	  EventManager	  

 

With knowledge of how the “EventManager” gets the relevant events and 

handles events that are not used for measuring substances and energies 

an approach is needed that can handle activity-instance events.   
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4.4.2 Measurement	  of	  substances	  and	  energies	  

To measure energies and substances a means is needed to identify, 

which substances and energies are measured for a specific activity, en-

rich the corresponding activity-instance with this information and send it 

to the ODS Queue, where it can be inserted into the Datawarehouse by 

an ETL process. This is step two of Figure 1 “establish measurement 

system”. It will expand monitoring of business-processes by environmen-

tal data, which are the identified substances and energies in section 4.3. 

These are needed to calculate KEIs. 

This issue is solved by the components “EventManager” and “Eco Simu-

lator” in the illustrated architecture of Figure 14.  

The capturing of this data should be done in an automatic manner. It fol-

lows that the used resources or machinery for executing activity-

instances of the business-process should be equipped with sensors that 

are capable capturing that information automatically.  

The ordering-process is fictional and therefore it will be simulated. It re-

sults that no real sensors can be installed on existing resources. It leads 

to the solution to simulate sensors for the identified substances and en-

ergies. But how would carbon dioxide or atomic waste caused by con-

suming electricity measured in reality?  

The power-supplier would actually cause it during the production of elec-

tricity. Therefore ESOR can’t install sensors to gather this kind of data. 

Moreover it cannot be disregarded as carbon dioxide is connected to the 

sustainability strategy of ESOR and necessary to calculate the carbon 

dioxide KEI. Atomic waste should be gathered as it is defined as an envi-

ronmental-indicator. Unfortunately external partners that perform the out-

sourced activities are simulated as well and don’t provide data about the 

emission of carbon dioxide.  

It results in three problems for the measurement of energies and sub-

stances that the ordering-process causes: 
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• Simulating electricity consumption 

• Gathering emission of carbon dioxide and ejection of atomic waste 

• Information about carbon dioxide emissions from outsourced activi-

ties of external partners 
 

First it is started with the simulation of electricity consumption. Providing 

a random function that would create such a value is one possibility. It is 

an easy approach to simulate the consumption of electricity. But the sim-

ulated sensor should reflect reality. Therefore it will be implemented in a 

manner being more realistically and not only a simple random function.  

When thinking about different kinds of sensors there are different possi-

bilities how this data could be produced. A typical sensor, like a tempera-

ture sensor, would provide exactly one value per time that contains the 

actual temperature. It could be gathered by reading it. There is a re-

search that expands such a sensor by WebService technology in a very 

low power-consuming way that enables to read it. A message or event 

can be send by the sensor if a certain value is exceeded or can be read 

actively by invoking a method.134 This study proves that WebService 

sensors exists in a low power-consuming way and justifies why the “Eco 

Simulator” is implemented as a Web Service.  

One possibility is to create a sensor measuring the actual power-

consumption for a certain time period. It would get a start signal or event 

that will start the sensor to measure. The sensor will count the value by 

producing a random value every millisecond, second, or another period 

of time, until the activity ends and will tell the sensor to stop. The time for 

producing a random value depends on the required precision. Then all 

produced values will be added to gain the actual power-consumption of 

the activity-instance. This assumes that a sensor could be started and 

stopped like some kind of chronograph, which will be called a “push sen-

sor”, as it is only measuring a value if required. So with the starting event 

                                            
134 See Priyantha, N.B., et al. (2008) 
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of an activity the sensor will be invoked to begin measuring, and invoked 

another time to stop. The disadvantage of this approach would be if activ-

ity-instances would run on the same resource concurrently. Therefore a 

sensor for each instance is needed, as it usually can’t be started two 

times. Such a simulation approach was not chosen because it is very re-

source consuming by simulating a value every second and it is not the 

way power-consumption is actually measured in practice. 

In fact to measure usage of electricity there is an electricity meter that 

counts the overall energy consumption of one resource or household. It 

will be stated as a “pull sensor”, as it is constantly measuring something 

and can only be read. It would require reading the electricity meter once 

the activity has been started and once after it completed or faulted. Be-

cause of the reason that it failed it still consumed electricity during its ex-

ecution. By subtracting the start value from the end value it is possible to 

calculate the amount of used electricity, which is the chosen approach to 

measure electricity-consumption of activity-instances. The implemented 

“Eco Simulator” is illustrated in a class diagram in Figure 17 and simu-

lates the electricity meter by the method “simulateEnergy()”. It has three 

parameters: “firstEnergyCount”, “activityDuration” and “maxValue”. The 

“firstEnergyCount” parameter is used to ensure that the second read is 

bigger than the first one. “ActivityDuration” is used to simulate a value 

that depends on time an activity-instance needed to complete. The last 

parameter “maxValue” is needed to set a boundary for the range of simu-

lated values. 
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Figure	  17	  -‐	  Class	  Diagram	  EcoSimulator	  

 

There is a second method called “simulateEnergyMix()”, which will be  

will be explained later. A concrete example and the procedure of simulat-

ing electricity consumption are shown in Figure 19 and Figure 20.  

Even if activities are executed concurrently with this approach a compo-

nent can be implemented that will be able to identify how many activities 

have been executed within the same period of time on the same re-

source and divide the electricity-consumption by the amount of activities. 

If the individual period of time of the activity-instances were not equal this 

would get complicated. Moreover another activity-instance might be 

started or completed during the interval so that a new amount of concur-

rent running activities for dividing power-consumption would have to be 

calculated every time a further activity-instance is executed on the re-

source. As Apache ODE does not provide information about the resource 

on which activity-instances have been executed the issue of concurrent 

running activity-instances on one resource will be ignored. Moreover the 

current implementation of the business-process does not support concur-

rent execution of process-instances. Therefore this assumption is permit-

ted. Expanding the “EventManager” or developing a further component 

could solve this issue. It would manage and calculate the resource usage 

of one activity-instance and divide it by the quantity of activity-instances 

currently running on this resource. But there are further issues. If different 
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activity-instances would run on the same computer concurrently they 

could use more or less CPU usage than other activity-instances and thus 

use more or less electricity. As a result it would not be precise dividing 

the power-consumption by the amount of concurrent running activity-

instances. It follows that an exact and precise allocation to a certain ac-

tivity-instance it is not easy achievable. The economical requirement 

made to KEIs can actually determine how precisely electricity usage is 

going to be measured, as the costs for accuracy should be proportional 

to the generated benefits. 

To use this “pull sensor” approach, it is necessary to capture three 

events within the “EventManager” (see the previous section). These 

events enable to simulate power consumption and other energies and 

substances used or ejected by activity-instances. The “activi-

ty_executing” event indicates that an activity-instance has been started 

and will induce a first read of the electricity meter. To induce the second 

read from the electricity meter there are two events available. First “ac-

tivity_executed”, illustrates the activity-instance completed correctly. Se-

cond “activity_failed”, indicates that it failed, but still would have used 

electricity as it is executed in Apache ODE. 

 

The next issue that is to discuss is how carbon dioxide emission and 

atomic waste can be measured. Both are ejected by ESOR consuming 

electricity. It wouldn’t be realistically to simulate this data by simulating a 

sensor that measures the emission and waste of an activity-instance by 

ESOR, as they are an ejection of emission and waste from “purchased 

stuff”. They are emitted during the production of electricity at the power 

supplier where it could be measured by a sensor. As a consequence the 

only real possibility for ESOR to get this data is asking its power-

suppliers for it. All electricity providers in Germany are obligated to pub-

lish information about composition of substances used for producing 

electricity, as well as about the corresponding environmental impact. It 
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obligatorily has to include information about carbon dioxide emission and 

the amount of atomic waste.135 This data could be used to calculate car-

bon dioxide emission and atomic waste ejection indirectly based on the 

consumption of electricity. As a corporation could have more than one 

electricity provider, and might be distributed in more than one country it is 

not recommended to statically annotate a certain activity or process by 

this information. Moreover the activity-instances of a business-process 

can be executed in different locations. It results in the solution that the 

“Eco Simulator” does simulate an Integer number by the method “simu-

lateEnergyMix()” that will identify an electricity provider that was used for 

the execution of a single activity-instance. 

This number will identify, which energy-mix was used and how much 

carbon dioxide and atomic waste is emitted per kW/h and how much the 

consumed electricity did cost. With this information the simulated electric-

ity consumption can be transformed to emission of carbon dioxide, ejec-

tion of atomic waste and electricity costs. They are gathered by multiply-

ing the simulated electricity consumption with the data about how much 

emission and waste were caused per kW/h. 

 

Finally the problem of gathering carbon dioxide emissions of outsourced 

activities for external partners must be solved. ESOR cannot simply in-

stall sensors for getting this information, as the resources causing them 

are not belonging to them. This fact results in the solution to define some 

kind of Service Level Agreements that would contain the average emis-

sion of carbon dioxide that is caused per shipment or for the financial 

service provider per transaction to get environmental impact of these ex-

ternal activities. It should be mentioned that this leads to a certain impre-

cision, as this would probably not be the actual but an average value de-

pending on the implemented environmental management system of the 

partner. As the partners are simulated, a fixed average value for emis-

                                            
135 § 42 | Abs.1 | S.1,2 EnWG 
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sion of carbon dioxide will be assumed that was negotiated with the ex-

ternal partners by ESOR. This value could be used to simulate the actual 

carbon dioxide emission by the “Eco Simulator” and is assuming that the 

external partners do have an EMS that is capable to gather the actual 

emission for one process-instance. The implemented KEI framework is 

assuming that only a static carbon dioxide SLA is available to ESOR. 

Nevertheless it is changeable by implementing a new method within the 

“Eco Simulator” that simulates a random value that is constraint to the 

negotiated SLA or could be set higher to include the simulation of SLA 

violations. 

 

Now it is illustrated how the identified energies and substances of ESOR 

will be measured, the concept of the “EventManager” will be introduced. 

This was designed in terms of flexibility. The “EventManager” must be 

able to capture events of interest and a routine to identify, handle, simu-

late and gather ecological-data for the abovementioned aspects and in 

the end forward the created events to the ODS Queue, where it is stored 

until it is loaded and transformed into the Datawarehouse. 

Section 4.4.1 has shown that the “EventManager” gets the relevant 

events by the “KEICustomController”. First it has to distinguish incoming 

events as process, process-instance and activity-instance events. Unfor-

tunately there are no events for activities, which results in a certain issue 

discussed in the ETL section. Process events will be forwarded instantly 

to the ODS Queue and process-instance events raised by Apache ODE 

are saved in a newly defined “ProcessInstanceEvent” (see Figure 16). 

These process and process-instance events are easy to handle as no 

environmental data will be simulated on this level, but the events on ac-

tivity-instance level are the relevant ones. The “EventManager” need a 

means to identify to which process model the activity-instances belongs 

and which environmental information should be simulated for this kind of 

activity.  
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The first solution was very static and hard coded in the “EventManager”. 

It simply checked the process name that indicates the process an activi-

ty-instance belongs to. Afterwards it distinguished activity-instances by its 

xpath. Next it invoked the “Eco Simulator” if electricity should be simulat-

ed and/or statically contained a carbon dioxide emission SLA. But this 

hardcoded approach is too inflexible, because the code of the “Event-

Manager” has to be changed anytime a further process will be monitored 

or an existing definition will alter. Therefore another approach was need-

ed. 

The identification logic and the definition which environmental data 

should be simulated must be “outsourced” in some way to avoid this hard 

coded approach. To outsource the identification and definition logic there 

are several opportunities available like a text file, a database or an xml 

file. Xml was chosen, as it is very wide spread. It provides the ability to 

structure a document and does not need further products to install.  

 

 
Figure	  18	  -‐	  ConfigManager	  File	  

 

Within the xml file one can define processes that are defined by its quali-

fied name. Every process has several activities that are identified by 

xpath and an activity name is included. This is helpful for visualization 

and Apache ODE does unfortunately not provide this data. For each ac-
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tivity it will be defined, which environmental data is going to be simulated, 

as well as the negotiated carbon dioxide SLA for activities executed by 

external partners. The “EventManager” loads the “configManager.xml” 

file and checks whether there is a simulation definition or SLA for the ac-

tivity-instance event that should be handled. If events occur that the 

“EventManager” cannot identify by process-name and activity-xpath, it 

will report this fact on the console and show the affected process-name 

and xpath. 

Depending on the environmental data that is going to be simulated. The 

“EventManager” will start the simulation of this data or read the defined 

SLA. As ESOR does only consume electricity it is the only simulation that 

takes place. But the “EventManager” can be expanded by new simulation 

definitions in the “configManager.xml” file illustrated in Figure 18. After-

wards a routine would have to be added to the “EventManager” that de-

fines how to gather or simulate this data. 

In Figure 19 an example is illustrated how the implemented “EventMan-

ager” functions if it should simulate electricity consumption. First it gets 

the “activity_executing” event from the “KEICustomController” calling its 

“manageEvent()” method (1.). Within this event Apache ODE provides 

the process-name and activity-xpath, which are needed to identify the ac-

tivity. With this data the “EventManager” checks its configManager.xml 

file to determine if electricity should be simulated (2.). If this is the case 

the “EventManager” invokes the “Eco Simulator” to simulate a read from 

an electricity meter (3.). After getting the first electricity consumption val-

ue (4.) it creates an “ActivityInstanceEvent” (illustrated in Figure 16) that 

has a “correlationID” attribute that is the “activityID” (identifying an activi-

ty-instance) generated by Apache ODE. Moreover an “Activ-

ityInstanceEvent” consists of the attributes “startEnergy”,  “endEnergy”, 

“co2SLA”, “energyMix”, “activityName”, “calculatedEnergy” and the origi-

nal “startEvent” and “endEvent”. After setting the correlation ID it will set 

the original start message and then the simulated start energy value as 
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well as the energy-mix ID that was simulated, too. This new event is 

saved in the internal activity-list (5.). If the activity executed or the failed 

event occurred (6.) this event will also be looked up in configManag-

er.xml to identify what should be simulated (7.). Then it takes its “activity-

ID” to search in the activity-list for its corresponding start Event (8.). With 

this information it is possible to invoke the “Eco Simulator” in a way that it 

generates a bigger value than the first one (9.). This information (10.) and 

the end event are saved in the activity-instance event of the “EventMan-

ager” (11.). Afterwards it will be sent to the “buffer” (12.) and deleted from 

the ActivityList (13.). 

 
Figure	  19	  -‐	  Functioning	  of	  EventManager	  simulating	  energy	  data	  

 

This electricity simulating procedure is also illustrated in Figure 20 as a 

sequence diagram. It contains the interaction between the different clas-

ses used for simulation. A certain aspect should be mentioned concern-

ing the invocation of the “simulateEnergy()” method of the EcoSimulator. 
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The “maxValue” for simulating electricity start value has been statically 

set to 4000 W/h, the “activityDuration” to one as it is used for multiplica-

tion and the “firstEnergyValue” is set to zero. For simulating the end val-

ue “maxValue” is statically set to 8000 W/h, “activityDuration” is calculat-

ed by the timestamps of start- and end event and the “firstEnergyValue” 

is the value simulated for the corresponding start event. 

 
Figure	  20	  -‐	  Sequence	  Diagram	  EventManager	  

 

The procedure for the external activities that have a carbon dioxide SLA 

is similar. The “Eco Simulator” part is not used but the value within the 

“configManager.xml” is read and set for the “ActivityInstanceEvent”. 

The emission of carbon dioxide and ejection of atomic waste could be 

calculated by the “EventManager”. This would require access to the en-

ergy-mix data included in the Datawarehouse. This transformation is 
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done by the ETL process to separate actual measuring from transfor-

mation routines. 

Finally a certain observation should be mentioned in terms of reliability. If 

the “EventManager” crashes the internally stored “Activ-

ityInstanceEvents” and “ProcessInstanceEvents” these would be lost. It 

would result in incomplete monitoring information. In terms of reliability 

they should be altered to a database or other mechanism that would not 

lose those instances if a crash would occur. 

With this fundamental structure to monitor business-processes by its 

used and ejected substances and energies the “information system” 

module of environmental-accounting is almost implemented and “moni-

toring” phase of the BPM lifecycle is enabled. This monitored data should 

be persisted for the “decision support system” and “analysis” phase. In 

the following it comes to the Datawarehouse design. 

4.4.3 Granularity	  of	  data	  

Before defining the Datawarehouse-schema it is mandatory to think 

about another design choice that has a major impact on the design of the 

Datawarehouse as well as on the economical requirement made to KEIs. 

That choice is granularity of data and will determine which data will be 

saved. It is probably one of the most important and hardest decisions that 

have to be made if building a Datawarehouse.136 

Granularity decides which aspects can be analyzed and which ones not. 

It additionally affects the volume of data that resides in the data ware-

house and the type of queries that can be answered. To avoid misunder-

standings a short explanation of granularity will be given. Granularity re-

fers to the level of detail or summarization of units of data in the Da-

                                            
136 Cf. Inmon, W.H. (2005), p.41. 
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tawarehouse. The more detail there is, the lower the level of granularity. 

The less detail there is, the higher the level of granularity.137 

The previously introduced measurement of substances and energies is 

actually done on a very low level of granularity, as it is based on activity-

instances. This is the most detailed information that is available for busi-

ness-processes. Granularity defines if each activity-instance and its envi-

ronmental impact are persisted individually or if it is aggregated to activi-

ty, process-instance or process level and then stored in the Dataware-

house. Aggregation to activity level would mean that within the analysis it 

could not be identified if certain activity-instances caused higher electrici-

ty consumption. Higher granularity requires less storage capacity and 

decreases the profitability aspect of the economical requirement. As flex-

ibility is the most important requirement to this KEI framework and the 

lower the level of granularity, the better the flexibility and the poorer the 

performance, the level of granularity will be set on activity-instance level.  

4.4.4 Datawarehouse	  Design	  

After setting granularity of data on activity-instance level, it is possible to 

design a schema for the Datawarehouse, which will be used for later vis-

ualization and analysis. As ESOR wants to gather environmentally rele-

vant information to manage business-processes the single aspects of the 

processes should be realized in the Datawarehouse model. They are 

needed to distinguish the different classes of KEIs defined for the pro-

cesses category. Reconsidering the flexibility requirement the Dataware-

house does determine which information can be persisted and is availa-

ble for later analysis. Moreover it should be flexible enough to be used by 

other companies and business-processes to calculate KEIs, so it has a 

major influence on the flexibility of this framework. It is fundamental for 

                                            
137 Cf. Inmon, W.H. (2005), p.41. 
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the “information system” and “decision support system” module of envi-

ronmental accounting and enables “monitoring” and “analysis” phase of 

the BPM lifecycle. The following aspects have to be considered and 

modeled in the DW: 
 

• Persisting of process-execution 

• Date and time dependency 

• Energy and substance flux analysis 

• Measuring energies and substances 

• Transformation from electricity usage to emission and waste 

• Persisting indicators and target values 
 

The realized Datawarehouse schema for this KEI Framework is com-

pletely illustrated in Figure 21 by an Entity Relationship Model (ERM). 

The attributes, primary keys and foreign keys of the created tables are 

shown in Figure 22. In the following the above-mentioned aspects will be 

explained sequentially. 

Beginning with the explanation of the basic tables that enable to persist 

the occurring processes, process-instances, activities and activity-

instances. These are four different entities and they will be modeled in 

four tables named “process”, “activity”, “process-instance” and “activity-

instance”. For each process start event like the order of a customer, a 

separate process instance from an existing process-definition will be cre-

ated in the business process execution engine. It results in the connec-

tion from table process to process-instance. 

A process contains zero or more process-instances that are derived from 

it and one process-instance is assigned to exactly one process. Each 

business-process contains one or more activities in its definition, which 

are the steps that take place to execute the process and are performed in 

a predefined sequence. This implies that for each process-instance an 

instance for each activity will be generated. Each process-instance has 

one or more activity-instances associated to it, but every activity-instance 

is assigned to exactly one process-instance. From each activity zero or 
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more activity-instances are derived, but every activity-instance is as-

signed to exactly one activity.  

 
Figure	  21	  -‐	  Datawarehouse	  ERM	  

 

A certain issue is that an activity is only indirectly connected to a process 

because it could be used in more than one process definition. Otherwise 

another table would be needed that contains the relation from process to 

activity to ensure third normal form. But as this connection is not primary 

for the KEI framework this table is not created. Another option was to add 

the qualified process-name as a foreign key to activity-instances and ac-
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tivities, which would lead to a better aggregation performance but higher 

storage capacity. This option is useful for developing a Star- or Snow-

flake schema that enables aggregation to process-level directly on activi-

ty-instance-level without joining the tables “activity-instance”, “process-

instance” and “process”. 

 
Figure	  22	  -‐	  Relationship	  Schema	  

 

Moreover one should think about the primary keys that enable identifica-

tion of exactly one dataset. In the illustrated relationship schema the pri-

mary keys are underlined solid and the foreign keys are underlined dot-

ted. Actually Apache ODE provides a qualified name for processes and is 

unique for identification; nonetheless the database additionally creates 

an auto incremented ID anytime a new process is inserted into the Da-

tawarehouse, as the chosen database does not support primary keys de-

fined as a text field. Additionally this newly created numeric key is need-
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ed to solve an issue that occurred during the design of the indicator ta-

bles, which will be discussed later. Besides the primary key the process 

table also contains the field “bpel_file”.  It was created for the “decision 

support system” enabling “analysis” phase of the BPM lifecycle. Process-

instances and activity-instances use the primary key generated by 

Apache ODE, as it is a numeric ID. Activities are identified by xpath, but 

the same problematic would occur, as it would be a primary key based 

on text so the database creates an auto incremented ID for it as well. 

This is the fundamental structure to model and save data about busi-

ness-process execution in the Datawarehouse. 

 

It leads to the next issue, time and date dependency. As process-

instances and activity-instances are actually executed they have a time 

and date dependency and thus are connected to the tables “calendar 

date” and “time”. The process table also has a certain time and date de-

pendency, but this is included in the qualified name by Apache ODE that 

changes if the process-definition alters. It is indirectly considered and will 

not have a connection to those two tables. Each process- and activity-

instance is connected to exactly two calendar date and time entries. One 

is indicating the starting point or the point in time when execution was 

started and one contains the end point when the activity was executed 

completely or failed. A certain date or time could be connected to zero or 

more process-instances or activity-instances. Zero results because of the 

fact that one time entry could only be connected to a process-instance 

and not to an activity-instance and vice versa. Another option to add date 

and time dependency was to add two timestamp fields into the process- 

and activity-instance tables. One indicating its start time and one its end 

time, but this would harm the third normal form and thus store redundant 

information. It results in more required storage capacity. This option was 

not chosen because it requires more storage capacity. The process table 

actually has a timestamp included to be more flexible in case the busi-
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ness-process execution engine that is used would not provide a qualified 

name, which would alter if the business-process changes. One might 

raise an objection that this would also harm the third normal form, but the 

process table does not contain as much data entries as the both instance 

tables this violation is permitted.  

The primary key for date and time tables is an auto-generated key that is 

created by the database and added to process- and activity-instance ta-

bles as foreign key to identify date and time of execution.  

As a result the fundamental structure was expanded by time information. 

These are necessary to identify instances or a set of activity- and pro-

cess-instances for calculating KEIs that match the individual definition of 

the current business situation. It was a period of time from past to today 

that represented the current business situation (see section 3.1).  

As ESOR defined the current situation as since the last business-process 

change this time and date tables are not really needed in this case study. 

The current situation is represented in the qualified process name that 

changes if the business-process definition does change. So they are not 

relevant for the calculation of ESORs KEIs. 

 

Next the structure to persist the results of energy- and substance flux 

analysis will be discussed. As it could contain a huge variety of different 

energies and substances a means is needed that provides to define sub-

stances and energies that are actually used and afterwards can be used 

to measure inputs and outputs of activity-instances. 

The first design defined a table for each class of substances like material, 

energy, waste and emission. This caused a certain problem, because 

substances that are used as material could also be substances that are 

ejected as waste. Additionally if a new category is identified or the speci-

fied categories would change the structure of the Datawarehouse would 

have to be changed, too. It follows that the Datawarehouse would not be 

conform to the third normal form, substances might have to be defined 
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several times for different categories and is not that flexible to category 

changes. 

It led to the solution to create a “substance” and “substance type” table. 

The “substance type” defines the category of the “substance”, like mate-

rial, emission, waste, etc. A certain naming issue should be mentioned, 

as actually the table name “substance” contains energies, too. 

The “substance types” that were identified are illustrated in Figure 23. 

The four identified interfaces of Figure 4 in section 2.3 and the categories 

of substances and energies shown in section 3.5 were used to identify 

different types of substances. The following categories were selected: 

energy, material, emission, waste, land and product. Land, material and 

product are momentarily not used, but if ESOR would manufacture prod-

ucts they could be useful to identify additional data about environmental 

impact. 

 
Figure	  23	  -‐	  Table	  Substance	  Type	  

 

This design is a flexible approach to identify, separate and categorize dif-

ferent kinds of substances.  

Within the table “substance” the actual substances and energies used 

are defined and their applied scale of unit. Each “substance” is connect-

ed to exactly one “substance type”. This modeling approach causes the 

issue that a substance occurring in more than one category would have 

to be defined several times. But the definition of categories is flexible so 

that a new category could be created for example “material and emis-

sion” if a substance is used in both categories or creating a substance for 
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each category to solve this problem. Thus no further table is introduced 

to model relation to more than one substance type. The “substance type” 

table is actually not used in this case study, but has been created to ag-

gregate substances to substance types. 

As a result this manner is flexible to persist the results of the energy and 

substance flux analysis and is also usable for calculating resource-based 

or artificial-based KEIs containing more than one substance. The results 

of the energy and substance flux analysis of ESOR executed in section 

4.3 and are visualized in Figure 24. Electricity is categorized as “energy”, 

carbon dioxide as “emission” and atomic waste as “waste”. It additionally 

provides a field called “loading” that is designated for artificial-based KEIs 

like the mentioned ecological footprint, or to aggregate substances with 

the same scale of unit to resource-based KEIs. But as no artificial-

indicators were selected, nor substances with the same scale of unit are 

aggregated to resources-based KEIs it is not that relevant for this case 

study. Therefore it is set to one for each substance. Nonetheless if artifi-

cial-based KEIs should be calculated the Datawarehouse provides a 

means to set a loading-factor to build and calculate those sorts of KEIs. 

Another thought was to add a loading factor to the substance type table, 

but it is questionable if emissions could be aggregated with materials, 

which has been discussed in the section “Determination of KEIs”, this at-

tribute was not created. But it could be easily added if an approach will 

be developed to aggregate all kinds of environmental impacts. 

 
Figure	  24	  -‐	  Table	  Substance	  
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After modeling how to store results of energy and substance flux analy-

sis, an approach is needed to persist the measured values of those sub-

stances for all activity-instances.  

The previous section about granularity of data illustrated that measuring 

and persisting environmental data on activity-instance level provides the 

most flexibility for queries and analysis. As flexibility was a fundamental 

requirement, the Datawarehouse must be capable to persist this data on 

activity-instance level. Thus a connection between substances and activi-

ty-instances is needed. It can be aggregated, as it is connected to the 

“activity” and “process-instance” table, which is again related to the “pro-

cess” table. Therefore environmental data is connected to the “activity-

instance” table and can be aggregated to each process level, which pro-

vides the most flexibility. 

To separate the interfaces to ecology each activity-instance has zero or 

more “ActivityInstance_Inputs” and “ActivityInstance_Outputs” associat-

ed. These are connected to exactly one substance. This enables the 

possibility to identify the same substance as an input and output of an ac-

tivity-instance. Both primary keys are generated by the database and 

contain a field “substance amount” that contains the monitored value for 

a substance. Moreover KEIs can also be distinguished, whether they are 

an input or output of an activity-instance.   

 

The issue to transform the input of electricity to the output of carbon diox-

ide and atomic waste is solved by simulating an energy-mix-ID, which 

identifies the power-supplier that was used for executing this activity. 

Therefore the table “energy mix” has been created. It stores the energy-

mixes of the power-suppliers from which a company orders their electrici-

ty. Figure 25 illustrates this table with its contained information, like the 

constellation of electricity divided in fossil fuels, nuclear power and clean 

energy in percent, as well as information about the costs of electricity, 

emission of carbon dioxide and ejection of atomic waste. This table 
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makes it possible to calculate the outputs carbon dioxide and atomic 

waste of an activity-instance, as well as the electricity costs it caused. 

Additionally it is needed to calculate the KEI percentage of clean electrici-

ty. Therefore it contains the three columns “fossil_fuel”, “nuclear_power” 

and “clean_energy”. The value is a percentage value and adding all three 

values should result in the value “100”. 

 
Figure	  25	  -‐	  Table	  Energy	  Mix	  

 

ESOR identified four power providers with different electricity constella-

tions and ejection of waste and emission. The table also contains an en-

ergy-mix-ID that is not illustrated in the figure, but is actually the value 

that is simulated for an activity-instance and provides the relation to 

transform the electricity consumption to the corresponding activity-

instance outputs. So an activity-instance is connected to exactly one en-

ergy-mix and one energy-mix is connected to zero or more activity-

instances. 

 

Next the structure for defining and persisting calculated indicators is go-

ing to be shown. This was a very hard endeavor as there could be de-

fined several kinds of indicators on different aggregation levels like indi-

cators on activity-instance, process-instance, activity or process level. In 

terms of flexibility all of them should be storable in the Datawarehouse 

and in terms of performance to provide the option of persisting pre-

aggregated and calculated indicators.  

A first table has been created to identify different types of indicators, 

named “Indicator Type”, which is illustrated in Figure 26. 
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Figure	  26	  -‐	  Table	  Indicator	  Types	  

 

It defines the following kinds of indicators: indicator, environmental indi-

cator, KPI and KEI (identified and discussed in section 3.1). So the Da-

tawarehouse can persist and separate different kinds of indicators for 

analysis and not just KEIs. 

The next design choice about the level of an indicator, such as process 

or process-instance, has been very difficult.  

The very first design assumed that indicators are only stored on activity-

instance basis and aggregated anytime a dashboard invokes a query. By 

this assumption flexibility would be decreased, because one is constraint 

to define and persist activity-instance indicators in the DW. As a result 

the indicator calculation logic would be included to the dashboard and 

every time an indicator on process-level is needed it would has to be ag-

gregated again. This is a performance aspect, but by using this approach 

only pre-calculated indicators could be provided on activity-instance lev-

el. Moreover this depends on the economical requirement made to KEIs. 

To aggregate indicators on a higher level of abstraction any time a re-

quest is made by the dashboard would need a better IT-infrastructure. 

This is more expensive but would improve the time aspect of the eco-

nomical requirement, as the indicator would include the newest infor-

mation, if the monitoring data were instantly inserted into the Dataware-

house. So actually the concrete decision which levels are pre-aggregated 

depends on the individual requirements that a corporation has concern-

ing the aspects time and profitability. But as the requirement to this 
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framework is flexibility the DW should provide the possibility to persist 

pre-aggregated data on each level. 

These arguments led to another approach, defining two tables: “process-

indicators” and “activity-instance indicators”. It enabled the Dataware-

house to provide pre-aggregated indicators on process level, as these 

give a good overview of the environmental impact and performance of 

one business-process and decreases traffic to the Datawarehouse. Un-

fortunately it also limits flexibility to define pre-aggregated indicators as 

no activity or process-instance indicators can be persisted in the DW. 

Further it is needed to identify indicators on all levels. The solution to 

create a table for each level was too redundant, as the only differentiation 

of the tables would be the correlation ID and no additional abstraction 

levels, like all processes, are definable without adding new tables. 

 
Figure	  27	  -‐	  Table	  Indicator	  Level	  

 

To provide this flexibility the first table created is called “indicator level” 

and is illustrated in Figure 27. It is used to differentiate indicators on their 

level of abstraction. The fundamental structure of business-processes 

contained four different entities. This table includes an entry for each of 

them to provide the most flexibility to persist pre-aggregated indicators 

and follows the “processes” classification of KEIs discussed in section 

3.3. 

Afterwards a means is needed to define indicators and persist their val-

ue. An indicator could be used for more than one process-model and 

therefore it is necessary to separate the concrete value from the defini-

tion table. Because if they would be stored in one table it is violating the 

third normal form and implies that an indicator must be defined anytime a 
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value was calculated for another process. With two separate tables it is 

possible to define indicators independent from the calculated value and it 

provides the better flexibility.  

 
Figure	  28	  -‐	  Table	  Indicator	  Definition	  

 

Starting with the realized “indicator definition” table, which defines the 

“indicatordefinition_name”, its scale of unit, the type and level of indica-

tor, which were introduced before, as well as the opportunity to describe 

how the indicator is calculated to ensure transparency. In Figure 28 the 

defined indicators of ESOR are illustrated, including the selected KEIs in 

section 4.3. Moreover there is the KPI “Activity Duration” defined and cal-

culated by the CEP Engine. Also there are activity-instance indicators 

(indicatorlevel_id = 3) and process indicators defined (= 1). The process 

level thereby has average and percentage indicators. Moreover there are 

KPIs (indicator_type id = 2), environmental indicators (= 4) and KEIs (= 

1) defined. 

This table is needed for the “indicator” table, which does include the “in-

dicatordefinition_id” as a foreign key, a correlation id and the calculated 

indicator value. The issue with this correlation id was already mentioned 

before, as it could be the primary key of a process, process-instance, ac-
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tivity or activity-instance. It results in the necessity to identify which entity 

(process, process-instance, etc.) the correlation ID belongs to. That is the 

reason why the database creates a new ID for activities and processes. 

Because of this correlation ID and the “indicator level” table connected by 

the “indicator definition” table it is possible to determine the correspond-

ing entity of an indicator and enables to persist all classes of indicators in 

one table. This is why the table “indicator” is connected to one or zero 

process, process-instance, activity or activity-instance and will be identi-

fied by the indicator definition table, which includes the indicator level. 

Thus actually level is determined by indicator level plus correlation id. 

With this basis it is possible to store different kinds of indicators on all 

possible abstraction levels and provides the best flexibility for this frame-

work. 

 

Finally the definition of KEIs specified target values that must be set to 

define a desired situation. It would indicate the difference between nomi-

nal and actual business situation. A means is needed to defined targets 

for indicators on different abstraction levels. The first design did add a 

simple target value field to the indicator table. But there are also indica-

tors on activity-instance level, which usually don’t have target values as-

signed. This would lead to a huge amount of null values, as there are 

many entries on activity-instance level. So another approach has been 

realized that separates target values from the actual calculated values. It 

uses a table “indicator target” that includes the “indicatordefinition id”, 

“indicatorlevel id” and “correlation id” as foreign keys and a target value. 

It is illustrated in Figure 29 and contains the target values ESOR has set 

to their KEIs. They have been identified after some process-instances 

were executed and the indicators have been calculated. Except for the 

percentage of renewable electricity for which the target value was set to 

80 percent.  
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This approach provides the ability to define target values for each indica-

tor level and indicator definition for a process, activity, etc. and is con-

nected to all these tables.  

 
Figure	  29	  -‐	  Table	  Indicator	  Target	  

 

With this Datawarehouse design the KEI framework provides a very flex-

ible structure to persist all monitored data. These are used to calculate 

different classes of KEIs and other indicators defined in the “indicator def-

inition” table. It is possible to persist the calculated KEIs in the DW. 

Moreover it is feasible to set target values, so is possible to visualize 

KEIs.   

4.4.5 Extract	  Transform	  Load	  Process	  

To insert the monitored data into the DW, a method is needed that in-

serts these data into the Datawarehouse and transforms the electricity 

consumption that was simulated to emission of carbon dioxide and atom-

ic waste and electricity costs. A so-called Extract Transform Load pro-

cess usually provides such functionalities. Resulting in the fact that some 

kind of “buffer” is needed that stores the monitored data until this ETL 

process is executed. This buffer is often realized as a database, which is 

usually called an “Operational Data Store” (ODS). It contains all events 

and information that occurred until the ETL process will be executed. 

This will fill the Datawarehouse. Often it is started during the night, when 
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nobody is working therewith resources are not overloaded and used 

when not needed.  

These statements result actually in two design choices that have to be 

made. First how the “buffer” is realized and second when and how often 

this ETL process is going to be invoked. These choices depend especial-

ly on the time and profitability aspects of the economical requirement that 

was set for KEIs. Unfortunately it is not known which aspects are more 

relevant for ESOR, profitability or time so it will be assumed that ESOR 

has the focus on profitability rather than time.  Moreover depending on 

the ambition of the later analysis another design could result. This case 

study assumes that data on a daily basis is sufficient. 

Starting with the discussion how the ODS will be realized. ESOR has al-

ready a messaging structure available in their existing systems by using 

Apache ActiveMQ. So this “buffer” could also be realized by using mes-

saging services. Thus three different implementing opportunities for real-

izing the ODS are: 
 

• Database 

• Point-to-Point (Queue) 

o Polling Consumer 

o Event-driven Consumer 

• Publish-Subscribe (Topic) 
 

For this case study it was decided to use the messaging infrastructure for 

realizing the buffer instead of a database approach, as it is already avail-

able and does not have any disadvantages to databases. Nevertheless 

there are still two choices to make. One should think about the necessity 

to send messages to more destinations, which would imply to use a pub-

lish-subscribe approach with the ETL process. The ETL process should 

be a durable subscriber as all monitoring messages are needed to en-

sure consistency of the Datawarehouse and using a normal subscription 

would lead to missing data as they are only published once. If the ETL 

process would be down it would miss messages. But as ESOR does not 
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have in mind to build other systems that are interested in this monitoring 

data, a point-to-point channel is satisfying by using a queue as buffer un-

til the ETL process is executed. Even if this information is needed by an-

other system it could extract it from the Datawarehouse or a second 

queue could be defined to which the “EventManager” sends its events, 

too. After deciding to use a Queue as the buffer the ETL process could 

be a polling or event-driven consumer. A polling consumer would actively 

request messages from the Queue if it wants to consume messages. A 

message listener would inform an event-driven consumer that new mes-

sages arrived. Separating these two possibilities an event-driven con-

sumer would be more useful if a Queue is empty for an extended period 

of time. On the other hand a polling-consumer could be started and will 

request for messages until it is stopped again. This is the approach that 

is implemented for the ETL process, as ESOR plans to execute the ETL 

process during the night so that the queue does contain a lot of messag-

es when starting the ETL process. The event-driven consumer would 

make no sense. Even if they want to fill the Datawarehouse in real time 

the polling consumer could always run, but if there were times when no 

messages are in the Queue this would be not sufficient.  

 

A requirement was to persist the indicators calculated by the CEP engine 

the ETL process was actually divided into two parts. It first gets all events 

from the “ODS Queue” which is the buffer that the “EventManager” sends 

its events to with the simulated environmental data, inserts all data to the 

Datawarehouse and afterwards gets all events from the “CEP Queue” 

used by the CEP engine to send its measured indicator “activity duration” 

to. These two routines are tried to illustrate in Figure 31 as a sequence 

diagram where there are two loops, the first one for the ODS Queue and 

the second for the CEP Queue. Therefore the CEP Engine was expand-

ed to send messages to the “CEP Queue”. It creates a “CEPEvent” (illus-
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trated in Figure 30) with the measured data, and sends it to the CEP 

Queue used by ETL.  

 
Figure	  30	  -‐	  Class	  diagram	  CEP	  Event	  

 

Firstly, it is explained how the ETL process for the ODS Queue is exe-

cuted. It is divided into three monitoring routines, one for process, pro-

cess-instance and activity-instance events. If it is a process event, it will 

be checked whether it is already contained in the Datawarehouse. If not 

almost all data can be simply read from the event for insertion. A certain 

issue evolved to insert the BPEL file into the Datawarehouse as Apache 

ODE. This does only provide the path to the BPEL file so that it was nec-

essary to include a file reader to get the content of it and transform spe-

cial characters, like quotes, to a string-conform sequence of characters. 

After this was done the data could be simply inserted into the Dataware-

house. The “process_id” will be auto-generated by the database and not 

calculated by this routine itself, so the insert statement contains a null 

value for this attribute. If it gets a message that is a process-instance 

event the data can also be simply read from the corresponding event, but 

as the time and date table were separated a further routine is needed. 

Therefore two calendar values are created based on two timestamps one 

is read from the start event and one from the end event that are con-

tained in the process-instance event.  
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Figure	  31	  -‐	  Sequence	  Diagram	  ETL	  Process	  

 

To insert the date and time entries and connect them to process-instance 

events, a procedure is needed that returns the primary key produced by 

the database when the time and date entries are inserted into the Da-

tawarehouse. So there is a routine that gets a GregorianCalendar In-

stance based on the time stamp to check if a entry for this specific date 

and time does exists and if not inserts it. The “insert date” routine does 

contain a hard coded standard definition of a quarter. It could be out-

sourced to a database so that a corporation can define it. Finally it re-
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turns the corresponding id to set it for the process-instance event as for-

eign key to add time and date dependency. Afterwards it will be inserted 

into the Datawarehouse. The process-instance ETL routine is actually not 

illustrated in the figure for a better overview. 

Finally it comes to activity-instance events. These are more complicated, 

as it contains several aspects. It inserts the activity-instance and activity, 

the caused input and output of the activity and finally inserts the indica-

tors that are defined on activity-instance basis. To insert an activity-

instance, the required data are extracted from the activity-instance event 

and also the date and time dependencies are calculated in the same way 

as for process-instances. As there are no activity events the procedure 

checks if an activity with the xpath contained in the activity-instance 

event does exist. If not it creates a new activity entry to the Dataware-

house, through that the issue is solved. Next it calculates the used in-

puts, which is only electricity in this case and inserts this information into 

the activity-instance input table. The activity-instance output routine 

transforms this input to the caused emission of carbon dioxide and atom-

ic waste by using the energy-mix table for transformation. As an external 

activity uses electricity within the execution engine of ESOR and has a 

SLA annotated both carbon dioxide emission are added. After these 

transformations they are inserted into the Datawarehouse. 

The last step for activity-instance events is the insertion of the defined in-

dicators for them. So it contains a procedure that contains the methods 

used to calculate or simply get these indicators from the corresponding 

input and output of the activity-instance, like caused atomic waste or 

used electricity on activity-instance basis. It also inserts them into the in-

dicator table, so that inputs and outputs are separated from the facts of 

interest that are represented as an indicator. In this case these activity-

indicators are solely extracted and almost no aggregation is done except 

by adding carbon dioxide emission from used electricity for executing the 

activity in Apache ODE and carbon dioxide caused by the external part-

ner. Nevertheless this routine is useful if artificial-based indicators are go-
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ing to be calculated so that different substances are aggregated. The 

procedure “calculation of process indicators” will be shown in the next 

section as it contains aggregation routines. 

 
Figure	  32	  -‐	  Class	  diagram	  -‐	  ETL	  and	  DWConnection	  

 

The CEP insertion procedure raised a certain issue, as indicators can be 

calculated on different levels, as activity-instances, process-instances 

and processes. Using the indicator definition table solved this issue. The 

ETL process actually is querying this table based on the “metricName” 

included in the CEPEvent. If an “indicatordefinition” that includes infor-

mation about the “indicator level” is available in the Datawarehouse the 

data will be inserted into the “indicator” table. The correlation ID is set 

depending on the identified level, so if the indicator definition is on activi-

ty-instance level, the activityInstanceID will be used. 

Finally a class diagram of the ETL process and the connected “DWCon-

nection” class is illustrated in Figure 32. The ETL uses the “DWConnec-
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tion” to connect to the Datawarehouse and insert Queries as well as read 

single data by its provided methods. If a dataset should be read the ETL 

does execute this query itself, as a “DataSet” is not returnable by a 

method. Moreover the ETL class does contain several methods used to 

separate the different insertion routines, whereby the ones used to calcu-

late indicators are not visualized for a better overview. 

4.4.6 Aggregation	  of	  data	  and	  calculation	  of	  KEIs	  

After it has been shown how the ETL process is executed it comes to the 

aggregation and calculation of KEIs done by the component “decision 

support system”. As was said in section 4.4.4, indicators can be calculat-

ed on every level such as process, process-instance, activity and activity-

instance.  

Thus two approaches are thinkable. One could aggregate data and cal-

culate KEIs every time the dashboard makes a request. An example for 

such an aggregation on activity level is shown in the next section. It re-

sults in real-time data if the ETL process is always running. The other op-

tion would be to include aggregation and calculation logic into the ETL 

process so that indicators and KEIs are already calculated if a dashboard 

requested them. This approach does only make sense if executing the 

ETL process for example once a day. This is implemented in this way. 

Figure 31 already includes three methods that are used to calculate or 

insert indicators by the ETL process. One of them is the ETL routine for 

“CEPEvents” that simply inserts the calculated metric into the DW. Two 

methods of the ODS ETL routine are used for calculating ESORs KEIs. If 

activity-instances are inserted into the Datawarehouse the identified KEIs 

of ESOR are already inserted on activity-instance basis by the “Insert 

Key Indicators” arrow. In this case it is actually not a calculation but an 

extract of the input and outputs of the activity-instance. Solely the gath-

ered electricity consumption, CO2 emission, etc. are written into the indi-
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cators table as it was defined as a KEI. As no target values are set on ac-

tivity-instance level it would not be possible to visualize these KEIs. This 

would also not follow its definition. Moreover it is questionable if objec-

tives made to a process will be specified to individual activity-instances. 

Even though they are categorized as KEIs in the Datawarehouse they 

cannot be used for visualization of KEIs. 

It results in the necessity to aggregate them to higher levels. This is ena-

bled by the “insertProcessIndicators()” method of the ETL process that is 

invoked after all messages contained in the ODS Queue are inserted. 

Thereby a method for calculating each KEI on process-level, selected in 

section 4.3 is implemented, as well as further ones for calculating abso-

lute atomic waste for instance. For a better flexibility the “insertPro-

cessIndicators()” method does read a xml, which defines indicators to be 

calculated for a specific process name. 

It could define that for ESORs ordering process absolute electricity con-

sumption should be calculated. The “insertProcessIndicators()” method 

would invoke the calculation method “absoluteElectricityConsumption()” 

that defines how this indicator is calculated and inserted into the DW. As 

a result, indicators that are going to be calculated can be defined for 

each process individually.  

For each identified KEI and indicator for ESOR, a corresponding method 

is implemented to aggregate and calculate it. Finally it will insert it into 

the DW or update it in case it was already calculated once. 

As a KEI is representing a current business situation a certain issue 

evolves. This has been discussed in section 3.1. It had been identified 

that “current” means a certain period of time into the past indicating the 

current situation defined individually for each corporation. As ESOR 

wants to optimize its ordering-process the current situation is understood 

as since the last process change, represented by the process name. The 

implemented calculation methods assume that calculating KEIs is done 

by aggregation of all activity-instance connected to it, caused by the fact 
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that the process name changes if the business-process would do. The 

process name is used to indicate the current situation and not the date- 

and time- tables. 

Finally an example will be shown for calculating the KEI “average Elec-

tricity Consumption”. The corresponding method implemented in the ETL 

process named “averageElectricityConsumption()” provides this calcula-

tion. First it is aggregating all electricity usage indicators stored in the in-

dicator table by summing up the individual values of electricity consump-

tion connected to its activity-instances getting the absolute amount of 

electricity used for this process and divides this value by the amount of 

its corresponding process-instances that have been executed. This value 

will be inserted into the indicator table of the Datawarehouse or updated 

depending whether this indicator for this process was calculated before 

and solely updates the value to the current state. 

4.4.7 Visualization	  of	  KEIs	  

Finally it comes to step three of Figure 1 “deploy management dashboard 

system”. That is also used for the “decision support module” of environ-

mental accounting and the “analysis” phase of the BPM lifecycle, which 

can now be done on the basis of environmental objectives.  

It is assumed that the dashboard is created for the process-owner. To 

provide him with relevant information one should think about which in-

formation he could need. In regard to optimize environmental impact of 

his process by the BPM lifecycle, he first wants to get a general overview 

illustrating the actual process situation and its difference to the specified 

targets. Next he wants to see all indicators that are calculated for this 

single process, as well as get information about which activities are caus-

ing the most environmental impact. Finally he could be interested in the 

BPEL File, as it enables a more detailed analysis. 
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Next it is considered is in which way are the gathered data or indicators 

presented. A classical local Graphical User Interface (GUI) or a Web Us-

er Interface (WUI) could be used to present information for decision sup-

port. As Web Applications are more flexible concerning access to this in-

formation, plus tablets and smartphones are becoming more and more 

popular, ESOR decided to implement a Management Dashboard for KEIs 

as a WUI. Moreover it has been implemented by Java Server Pages that 

enable to use Java Code for connection to the Datawarehouse and im-

plementing the dashboard logic. The concrete style of this dashboard is 

outsourced into a Cascading Style Sheet File to completely separate de-

sign from the content. For building the charts and table the Google Chart 

Application Programming Interface (API) was used. It provides a simple 

way to create charts. Actually it is a java script and can be fed with the 

data from the Datawarehouse. 

To visualize indicators there are many possibilities available. They could 

be represented in a spreadsheet with certain information like date or divi-

sion included. Further the process of calculation could be visualized with 

concrete data. Another possibility is to visualize them in a cockpit includ-

ing graphs, diagrams or other graphical representations.138 In this case 

study they will be visualized in a dashboard based on the previous intro-

duced Datawarehouse-schema. The basis for this visualization is the 

simulation of data that is going to be extracted into the Datawarehouse 

and the calculation of different kinds of indicators. Moreover a target val-

ue is needed to visualize KEIs as the definition specified. So the chosen 

visualization must be able to include two values: the actual and the target 

value. The easiest opportunity to visualize this is a spreadsheet, contain-

ing the indicators name, type, value and target value. These could actual-

ly visualize KEIs. This approach is chosen for the process page and it il-

lustrates all indicators defined in the indicators table of the Dataware-

                                            
138 Cf. Pollmann, R., Rühm, P. (2007), p.65. 
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house that are correlated to a certain process and does have a target 

value if one was set. 

 
Figure	  33	  -‐	  Dashboard	  for	  ESOR	  –	  Overview	  

 

For visualizing KEIs some kind of graphical representation would be 

helpful to get a good overview. This graphical representation should be 

able to represent the tuple a KEI consists of. The chosen “speedometer” 

represents a subset of ESORs KEIs and is illustrated in Figure 33. It indi-

cates the current business-process situation by the pin and the target 

value set by highlighting the corresponding area in which the target is 

reached green. The red and yellow areas are calculated by multiplying 

the target value by two. The red area actually is set from ninety to hun-

dred percent of the doubled target value. The yellow area is defined from 

seventy to ninety percent of it. It illustrates whether a KEI is differing too 

much from the target value. 

It should be mentioned that setting targets for the identified absolute 

KEIs, like total electricity consumption, is only possible if the current situ-

ation is specified as a constant period of time (a year for instance). If 
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done so it shows progress in reducing the processes’ total impact. The 

period of time is varying in the current business situation, which is repre-

sented in this case study by the actual process version. Because of this 

fact it makes it nearly impossible to define target values for them. Re-

garding this statement they are not visualized in the overview, but in the 

process page without any target value assigned. Nonetheless they are 

stated as KEIs as they are strategically connected to ESORs strategy, 

but cannot be used for optimizing a business-process in this case. The 

only aspects usable for strategically optimize the process concerning its 

environmental impact in this case study are relative indicators, so that the 

three KEIs percentage of clean energy, average electricity consumption 

and average carbon dioxide emission are visualized in the overview. 

Moreover to provide information, which activities are causing the most 

environmental impact the page “activities” was created (illustrated in Fig-

ure 34). Its aggregation is done every time the dashboard does make a 

query. It aggregates activity-instance indicators to activity-level and illus-

trates each activity with its relative impact to the processes electricity 

consumption. This is represented by a pie chart. It makes it possible to 

prioritize demand for actions concerning concrete activities of a process. 

For each page there is a select box for choosing a certain process and 

makes it possible to illustrate different processes and their contribution in 

following a strategy. Furthermore it enables to see progress of optimiza-

tions by selecting the old and new version of a process indicated by pro-

cess name. 
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Figure	  34	  –	  Dashboard	  for	  ESOR	  –	  Activities	  

 

With the establishment of the decision support system, the purpose of this 

work to identify and visualize KEIs has been fulfilled and the BPM lifecycle 

has been extended by environmental data enabled by the modules of envi-

ronmental-accounting.  

It is the basis to execute the next steps: identify potentials to optimize envi-

ronmental impact of business-processes strategically and control perfor-

mance. 
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5. 	  Conclusion	  
 

In the introduction different motivations for enterprises have been shown to re-

duce their environmental impact. To manage the present environmental impact 

the saying “if you measure it, you can manage it” has been given a hint how to 

operationalize this endeavor. 

Before discussing the concept of KEIs on a theoretical basis some environmen-

tal foundations have been necessary. Therefore sustainability has been dis-

cussed, as it has been helpful to identify an environmental strategy for the case 

study. The perspective on ecology has been shown its relevance and illustrated 

different understandings concerning ecology. 

Afterwards the functions of the nature: “provisioning”, “regulating”, “supporting 

services” and “cultural and an amenity” have been shown. As a result the eco-

nomic sector and especially its processes primarily rely on provisioning and 

regulating functions provided by our ecological system. 

On this basis the health of nature has been discussed, and how this could be 

one strategically goal of corporations. Therefore health of nature is given if sus-

tainable development of nature is ensured. Further it has been shown that the 

understanding of environmental health from corporations is often limited. Never-

theless conditions of environmental health have been illustrated for corporations 

seeing environmental health as strategically relevant. 

After the environmental basics have been established, the definition of KEIs has 

been derived out of the definition of indicators, KPIs and environmental indica-

tors. Additionally several issues concerning terminologies have been discussed. 

As a result KEIs were understood as an indication of a particular, actual busi-

ness situation and its environmental impact. They are tied to strategic targets 

concerning ecology by setting target values. The issue to identify what “current” 

business situation means has also been discussed, as it has been relevant for 

the calculation of KEIs in the practical part of this work. In regard to visualize 
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KEIs they have been further defined as a tuple consisting of ecological charac-

teristics metric and a target value function. 

Also looking at requirements for indicators has identified different requirements 

to KEIs. It resulted that KEIs should fulfill the requirements economical require-

ment, relevancy, measurability, environmental reference and transparency. 

Those had an influence on several design decisions for the KEI framework. 

To differentiate diverse kinds of KEIs they have been classified by the level of 

detail (corporation, processes, products), whereby processes were further spec-

ified (process, process-instance, activity, activity-instance). Afterwards KEIs are 

classified based on their scale of unit (resources-based, monetary-based, artifi-

cial-based). 

Afterwards the macro-view was illustrated for getting a better context and rela-

tion to the micro-view. The micro-view has been understood as the environmen-

tal impact of a corporation. Therefore the concept of environmental manage-

ment was introduced and compared to the BPM lifecycle to identify how it could 

be expanded by environmental information. As a result the concept of environ-

mental-accounting has been illustrated that it is usable for identifying and visual-

izing KEIs. It has led to the solution to expand “monitoring” and “analysis” phas-

es of the BPM lifecycle by modules needed for environmental-accounting. 

Based on this knowledge it has been shown that KEIs could be determined in a 

top-down or bottom-up approach. It contained to gather the actual environmen-

tal impact and a strategy that is represented by target values for monitoring 

progress in reaching this strategy. Moreover a mutual dependence has been 

shown. In regard for calculating KEIs a substances and energy flux analysis has 

been identified to be a very flexible approach. After the process to identify KEIs 

has been shown, several resource-, monetary and artificial-based environmen-

tal indicators have been illustrated that might be KEIs depending on whether 

they are connected to strategy. At last some basic principles have been shown 

to ensure sustainable development to give hints for possible strategies concern-

ing environmental impact.  

After these theoretical basics the building of a KEI framework for business-

processes has been shown. This was done on a case study for one business-
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process. By specifying the context of the case study and different properties to 

the framework the module “ambition” of environmental-accounting was execut-

ed. It resulted in the KEIs that were identified for ESOR. 

Next the “information system” module of environmental accounting was inte-

grated to the “monitoring” phase of the BPM lifecycle. It has been shown how 

ESOR can measure environmental impact on activity-instance level by the 

“EventManager” and “Eco Simulator” components. 

Furthermore a Datawarehouse has been designed that is needed for both mod-

ules “information system” and “decision support system” of environmental ac-

counting and the “monitoring” and “analysis” phases of the BPM lifecycle. It en-

abled to store monitored data about processes, their environmental impacts and 

the calculated indicators. 

The functioning of the ETL process has been shown and was used to insert 

monitored data into the DW and make transformations needed to calculate 

emission of purchased stuff or the amount of clean energy used. Moreover it 

contained methods that calculate KEIs and other indicators during its execution.  

Finally this data was used to build a decision support system in terms of a man-

agement-dashboard and has been the basis for “analysis” phase of the BPM 

lifecycle. The calculated KEIs were presented in an overview and the impacts of 

the activities were illustrated in a pie chart, so that demand for action can be 

identified. With this information the business-process could be optimized by its 

environmental impact in a strategically way. 

In conclusion a flexible KEI framework for business-processes has been creat-

ed that implemented the identified components required for environmental-

accounting. It enabled to execute the BPM lifecycle with regard to decrease en-

vironmental performance. Therefore it expanded its monitoring and analysis 

phases with KEIs. As a result this KEI framework is enabling corporations to 

reduce environmental impact of their business-processes in a strategically ori-

ented manner.  
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6. Outlook	  
 

Finally a brief outlook on this topic will be given. Environmental problems like 

the greenhouse effect are getting visible. As governments can influence contri-

butions of its nation and economy it is a very important possibility to coordinate 

actions made to environmental protection. It results that the link between mac-

ro- and micro-view should be examined more extensively, so that governments 

can set regulations that ensure sustainable development. Maybe even the illus-

trated absolute authority would be created to ensure environmental health. 

In the micro-view new KEIs might be invented expressing environmental impact 

realistically in one single indicator that can be visualized and compresses more 

information. Or a set of KEIs might be developed that are usable for all corpora-

tions so that a general Framework can be build which t is usable to all corpora-

tions. 

Maybe even KEIs can be visualized in a better way. For example SAP bought a 

corporation specialized in visualizing business data (like information about 

products or processes) in 3D.139 This indicates that SAP is seeing a potential in 

such a three dimensional visualization approach. It is questionable if such visu-

alization approach would actually offer added value. Nevertheless it might be 

sufficient for some cases. 

 

                                            
139 Golem (2011), URL see references 
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